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TOP STORY

Running a
Literary
Magazine

Dan Cuddy suggested that “an article
about all the aspects of getting out a
literary magazine would be interesting to
read” and, based particularly on what I
learned during the years I edited The
Maryland Poetry Review (MPR), asked
if I’d author one. This piece, however, is
a bit difficult to write because I believe
that most writers don’t really care about
how a literary magazine is put together
and that most writers don’t read and

consider the work in most literary
magazines and don’t buy or subscribe to
them. What most writers want is a venue
that will review and publish their work in
a timely fashion, get them at least one
free contributor’s copy, and ask nothing
of them in return.
Back in 1975, The Library of Congress
held a conference on The Publication of
Poetry and Fiction. E.V. Griffin, moderator
of the “Publication in Magazines” panel
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noted that “One of the major aspects of
little magazines that should not go
unmentioned is that it is relatively easy to
start a little magazine; it is much more
difficult to keep one going... to continue to
publish a magazine, since it’s almost
always a losing proposition, demands a
deep dedication and an almost inflexible
purpose.”
A literary magazine to survive needs

Continued on page 8
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Literary Summer 2002
A Potpourri of Literary Events

(Available online at www.litecircle.com/calendar.html)
Consecutive Reading Series

komplex@poetology.com .

Monday, July 1, 8, 15, 22, 29

Friday, July 5, 12, 19, 26

7:30 p.m. SLAMicide! downstairs at
XandO, 3003 N. Charles St., Charles Village. Donation $5. Open mic—local and
national features—slam. Cash prize for 1st
and 2nd place SLAM winners! Hosts: Baltimore Slammaster Nicki Miller and Granma
Dave Schein. For directions, call (410)
889-7076. For more info, contact Nicki at:
GalAengus @aol.com , or Dave at:
granmadave@yahoo.com. July 1: Nick
Fox/Flagstaff ; July 8: Michael Mack/
Cambridge; July 15: Taalam Acey/LA;
July 22: The Black Rooster Collective:
Brandon D. Johnson, Gary Lilley, Ernesto
Mercer, DJ Renegade.

7:00-9:00 p.m. Friday Night Expressions
Poetry Open Reading. Market St. Cafe, 16
N. Market St., Frederick, MD. Hosted by
Daniel
Armstrong.
Contact:
pearlfeathers@hotmail.com

5:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
The Irish Book Group discusses Celtic
Theology: Humanity, World, and God in
Early Irish Writings by Thomas
O’Loughlin.
Tuesday, July 9
1:00 p.m. HP&LS Event. Rockfield Manor.
Program TBA.

Saturday, July 6, 13, 20, 27
Sunday, July 14
8:00 p.m. Saturday Night Poetry Series,
Mariposa Center for Creative Expression,
5000 Berwyn Rd., College Park, MD.
Typically 3 featured readers followed by
open mike. Complimentary refreshments
included in $5 cover charge. For more
info, call (301) 513-9422/email
MariposaPoet@aol.com.

9:00 p.m. Big Corey’s Open Mic @
Paloma’s. 15 W. Eager St, Baltimore MD. Sunday, July 7, 21
9pm Acoustic Guitar, Poetry, Spoken
Word. For more info, call (410) 783-9004. 2:00-5:00 p.m. SWEET SUNDAY’S @
Everyone’s Place. Open Mic Poetry Rhyme
and Verse. No Judge-Just Love. Every 1st
Tuesday, July 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
and 3rd Sunday. $3 fee on the third Sunday
7:00-9:00 p.m. Poetry reading at Barnes when there is a featured artist. All first
& Noble @ Baltimore Inner Harbor, 601 Sundays are free. 1356 West North Ave.,
East Pratt St. No cover. For more info, call Baltimore, MD. For directions/info contact babiurl1973@hotmail.com or call (410)
Bruce Robertson at (410) 385-2086.
905-9426 or Naya @ Everyone’s Place at
7:30-11:00 p.m. Organic Soul Tuesdays, (410) 728-0877.
hosted by Derrick Chase. 10 S. Calvert,
Baltimore (downtown), MD. Open mic, Sunday, July 7, 14, 21, 28
hot featured acts, live band, food and
more. $5 admission For more info, email 7:00-10:30 p.m. The MYTH poetry slam,
dchase71@yahoo.com.
TEAISM, 400 8th St. NW (corner of 8th
and D Sts), Washington, DC. Cover $5.
8:00-11:00 p.m. SOULSPEAK open mic, For program/info, call (202) 638-6010 or
Britton’s Bar & Grill. 889 North Howard email GalAengus@aol.com .
St., Baltimore, MD. $7 usually, surprise
guest features and you must be 21 to enter Literary July
the establishment. For more info, contact
Catalina Clark at mscat2u@hotmail.com. Sunday, July 7

2:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
Wine Glass Court Poets. Bring copies of
your work for discussion and feedback.
Pre-registration not required.
3:00 p.m. “Baltimore Sings,” a new reading
series the 2n d Sunday of each month,
produced by the Maryland State Poetry &
Literary Society at Minas Gallery, 733-735
S. Ann St., Fells Point. At the first reading
“Farewell Sasha,” Sasha Sun-West, who
is leaving Baltimore for Texas, reads her
poetry. This event will be a conversation,
a workshop, a field day for the creative
process. The public is encouraged to bring
its own original poetry. $4 donation at the
door. For more info, call (410) 744-0349.
Monday, July 15
6:00 p.m. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Main
branch, the Poe Room. Publication Party
for the new book of poems by Reggie
Harris, Ten Tongues, published by Three
Conditions Press.
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
The Eastern Religion Book Group discusses
Mark Epstein’s Thoughts Without A
Thinker.
Tuesday, July 16
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8:30 p.m. “Tell the World,” open mic
poetry and spoken word reading at the One
World Cafe, 904 S. Charles St., Federal
Hill. Hosted by Tom Swiss. For more info:
(410) 455-5325 or tms@infamous.net.
9:00 p.m. Open reading at Funk’s Democratic Coffee Spot, 1818 Eastern Ave.,
Fells Point. For more info, call (410) 276FUNK.
SISTA’S along with Urban Eclectic Magazine presents Tuesday Night Open Mic.
Freestyle Hip-Hop and Spoken word, bring
Your Skillz! Yours, Mines, and Ours Cafe,
8 E. Preston St., Baltimore. For more info,
email Namique3@aol.com, or call (410)
385-8660.
Wednesday, July 3, 10, 17, 24, 31
8:00 p.m. “Poetry on tha Side” open mic
and featured reader(s). $5, Java Head Cafe,
4425 Lehigh Road, College Park. For more
info, call (301) 927-1900 or email

1:30 p.m. Harford Poetry & Literary
Society (HP&LS) Event at Liriodendron,
502 W. Gordon St., Bel Air. Members of
the HP&LS will read their work following
the special guest writer Robert H. Deluty,
author of Within and Between.

1:00 p.m. HP&LS Event. Rockfield Manor.
Program TBA.
Thursday, July 18
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
The American History Book Group

The Big Literary “Spot” Lites
Borders-Columbia, 6151 Columbia Crossing Circle. Phone: (410) 2900062.
Borders-Towson, 415 York Rd. Phone: (410) 296-0791.
Enoch Pratt Free Library, Central Branch, 400 Cathedral St., Baltimore.
Phone: (410) 396-5494/396-5847.
Harford Poetry Society Events at Rockfield Manor, 501 Churchville Rd. (Rte
22), Bel Air, MD. Phone: (410) 877-1625.
Mystery Loves Company Booksellers, 1730 Fleet St., Fells Point. Phone:
(410) 276-6708 or (800) 538-0042.
WordHouse Salon at Minas, 733-35 S. Ann St., Fells Point. Phone: (410)
732-4258.
XandO, 3003 North Charles St., Charles Village. Phone: (410) 889-7076.

discusses
Kendrick
Clement’s
comprehensive biography Woodrow
Wilson: World Statesman.
Saturday, July 20
12:00 noon-3:00 p.m. “Poetry in the
Shade,” the Lite Circle’s Spring/Summer
3rd Saturday poetry series at Something
Special Coffee Shop, 504 Main St., Laurel
MD. Featured reader: John Patrick
Acevedo, followed by open mike. Free.
Info: lite@toadmail.com.

Saturday, July 27
2:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
Poet & writer Bonni Goldberg will lead
Beyond Words Writing Workshop. Her book
Beyond Words will provide a resource for
his workshop.
Tuesday, July 30
1:00 p.m. HP&LS Event. Rockfield Manor.
Program TBA.
Literary August

Sunday, July 21
Sunday, August 4, 18
4:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
The Philosophy Book Group concludes
the discussion of Connections to the World,
Parts 3 & 4 by Arthur Danto.
Monday, July 22
7:30 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
Literary readings. A discussion of Eudora
Welty’s The Optimist’s Daughter.
Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. The Science
Fiction Readers Group will discuss Gravity
Dreams by L.E. Modesitt, Jr.
Tuesday, July 23
1:00 p.m. HP&LS Event. Rockfield Manor.
Program TBA.
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City.
The Writers Circle meets.
Thursday, July 25
7:00 p.m. Barnes & Noble Ellicott City. A
Novel Idea. A discussion of Scarlet feather
by Maeve Binchy..
Friday, July 26-Sunday, July 28.
Artscape 2002. See “LyteBytes” (p. 6) for
the literary events program. Info:
www.artscape.org.

2:00-5:00 p.m. SWEET SUNDAY’S @
Everyone’s Place. Open Mic Poetry Rhyme
and Verse. No Judge-Just Love. Every 1st
and 3rd Sunday. $3 fee on the third Sunday
when there is a featured artist. All first
Sundays are free. 1356 West North Ave,
Baltimore, MD. Directions/info:
babiurl1973@hotmail.com, (410) 9059426, or Naya @ Everyone’s Place at
(410) 728-0877.
Tuesday, August 6
8:00-11:00 p.m. First Tuesday, open mic.
Presented by POZATIV CHAINGE, cohosted by THE DRIFISH @ Comedy Factory, 36 South Light St. (at Lombard St.)
$5 cover. 18 w/ ID & 21 to drink. For more
info, email: bleek4@juno.com.
Sunday, August 11
1:30 p.m. HP&LS Event. Liriodendron,
502 W. Gordon St., Bel Air. Al Morey will
present a program, “Poet As Deviant,”
followed by the Harford Poetry & Literary
Society members reading their own work.
3:00 p.m. “Baltimore Sings” reading
sponsored by the Maryland Poetry &
Literary Society at Minas Gallery, 733-735
S. Ann St., Fells Point. “Cave Canem”
reads and performs. $4 donation. For
more info, call (410) 744-0349.

Friday, July 26
Saturday, August 17
7:00-9:00 p.m. Open mic poetry reading
hosted by Hilbert Turner. Barnes and Noble
Ellicott City.
9:00 p.m. Poetology sponsors Slam and
Open Mic at Gallery 409, 409 N. Charles
St., Baltimore.
Saturday, July 27
1:00-3:00 p.m. Booksigning for Crumbs
in the Keyboard, a collection of essays by
women, about women and the
writing life. Five of the Crumbs authors
will be signing, along with Mary Jo
Putney.Eighty authors come together with
words of wisdom, encouragement, humor, and true-life stories of what it is like
to juggle the demands of a career and
maintaining relationships with those around
them. The authors are donating their royalties to The Center for Women and Families in Louisville, Kentucky, a women’s
shelter to support victims of domestic
violence. Info: www.echelonpress.com/
catalog/element/crumbs.htm.

12:00 noon-3:00 p.m. “Poetry in the
Shade,” the Lite Circle’s Spring/Summer
3rd Saturday poetry series at Something
Special Coffee Shop, 504 Main St., Laurel
MD. Featured readers: David Daumit &
Annette Gonzales. Free. Info:
lite@toadmail.com. (Saturday, Sept 21:
Reader TBA.)
Tuesday, August 27
1:00 p.m. HP&LS Event. Rockfield Manor.
Michael Fallon reads his poetry.
To Have Your Event Listed:
Send info to
Lite Literary Calendar
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
lite@toadmail.com.
We reserve the right to edit all material to
fit space requirements. The Lite literary
calendar will continue to be posted monthly
on the Lite web site (www.litecircle.com/
calendar.html).

ONE OR MORE WORDS
FROM OUR EDITOR
EDITORIAL

WE SHALL RETURN
As some of you may have heard, this
Summer 2002 issue will be the last
issue of Lite: Baltimore’s Literary
Newspaper this year. We will be placing
the publication on hiatus until at least
March 2002 in order to make it a
bigger and better vehicle for literary
news, views, and expression. I cannot
stress enough that this hiatus is
temporary. It is not just another way of
saying we are going away—we
emphatically are not! The hiatus is
scheduled to last for 6 months,
renewable for another six after a January
2003 review. During the hiatus we’ll be
busy holding staff meetings and planning
ways in which we can better serve
Charm City’s literate public while
preserving The Lite Circle’s unique
identity as an independent organization.
Our web site (www.litecircle.com) will
serve as a test bed for some of our new
ideas.
The hiatus only affects the paper, not
Lite’s other activities. We will continue
publishing books, sponsoring literary
readings and other events, and providing
news via the web site. We will continue
participating in the literary life of Central
Maryland. However, we will use the
time and energy we would have spent
on publication seeking ways to expand
the Lite staff and initiate new projects.

For instance, I will be personally
involved in the formation of Lite Circle
Players, our new theatrical group. We
willalsobelaunchingDawn,amagazine
devoted to the writing of children and
teens. Expansion will be planned, and
slow at first, but it will occur.
We could have remained at our
present level indefinitely, with no break
inpublicationandwithminimalfinancial
strain. But we don’t want to remain on
that plateau. We want to grow and
improve and to do so in an intelligent,
planned manner. The end result will be
a larger, more sustainable organization.
Lest some should wonder, this is not a
bid to create an imperialistic entity
which will seek to raid or encroach
upon others—The Lite Circle has
always been and remains committed
to the diversity of the literary community
in Baltimore and Central Maryland.
Our goal is to create a solid,
independent, non-profit business which
will endure the passage of time. Our
goal is to build for the future.
Thank you for all your support. Just
wait ‘til next year!

David W. Kriebel,
Editor

I Hear America Singing
Lite is soliciting submissions of patriotic poems to
post on our website. By “patriotic poem” we
mean any poem which:
celebrates the United States or its democratic and
pluralistic ideals;
eulogizes the victims of the terrorist attack on September
11, 2001; or
honors our men and women in uniform—military
personnel, police, firefighters, postal workers, and
medical personnel.
Poems should be no more than 40 lines long. Please
submit only one poem per entry to:
Attn: Patriotic Poem
Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
PO Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210
Email: lite@toadmail.com
Summer Issue 2002 Lite
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The Lite Circle, Inc. is a non-profit literary organization based in
Baltimore. We rely on individual contributions to continue our literary activities, including Lite Circle Books (a small-press publishing
house), our various poetry reading series, and the publication you are
reading right now. If you care about the literary arts in Central
Maryland, join us. All you have to do is fill out the form below and send
it to The Lite Circle, Inc., P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Check your level of support:
❏ Regular ($13) - subscription to Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper,
free or reduced admission to Lite readings, and a 10% discount on all Lite
Circle Books and back issues.

❏ Student ($10) - same as Regular. Must be at least a half-time student.
❏ Supporting Member ($25) - same as Regular, but with a 25% discount on
all Lite Circle products and a listing in each issue of Lite.
❏ Patron ($100) - same as Supporting Member, plus 3 free books of your
choice and a 10% discount off any advertisement placed in Lite.
Date______________________
Name_________________________________________
Address_____________________________Apt./P.O. Box______
City______________________State______Zip Code___________
Phone (optional)____________Email (optional)________________

Your donation is fully tax-deductible.

Lite Circle Books
proudly presents

Lower Than the Angels
An exciting new anthology of science
fact, science fiction, & fantasy
edited by Vonnie Winslow Crist
& David Kriebel
Includes work by Jack Chalker, A.C. Crispin, Lawrence Watt-Evans, Neil
Gaiman, Bud Sparhawk, Robert Wayne McCoy, John Flynn, Darrell
Schweitzer, Don Sakers, Bruce Boston, Steve Sneyd, W. H. Stevens, Marta
Knobloch, Rosemary Klein, Dan Cuddy, Patti Kinlock, Elisabeth Stevens,
Stacy Tuthill, Donna Eason, Sam Beard, Judy Chernak, and many others.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
$14.95 (check or money order payable to the Lite Circle–plus $2.00 shipping)
LTTA c/o Lite Circle Books, P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore, MD 21210.
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html

Coming this Summer! From Lite
Circle Books

For

River of
Stars

the Holidays

Poetry by
Vonnie Winslow Crist
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...and throughout the year.
Beautiful wreaths, Christmas
ornaments, decorative pillows, toys,
and other wonderful creations—each
individually handmade with care by

RESERVE YOUR
COPY NOW!

Coventry Crafts

Send your check or money order for
$9.95 plus $2.00 postage and
handling to:
Lite Circle Books/River of Stars
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
Info:www.litecircle.com/books.html

a family-run business since 1989
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2103 Coles Blvd.
Norristown, PA 19401
(610) 275-7442 or (410) 719-7792

We Ship Anywhere!

As the Great Critic’s confinement
approaches, she becomes more reticent
about appearing in public. Or to put it
another way: I am the size of a dirigible and
I have the energy of a deflated dirigible. I
am going nowhere. But society’s loss is
your gain, dear readers, because I have
spent my time collecting information from
my stately suburban manor to compensate
for my physical laziness.
I learned some interesting things. First
of all, I didn’t realize how many radio
programs there were that gave literary
Baltimore-Washington a voice on the
airwaves. Sadly, the one that Lite was
booked on appears to have bit the dust, as
Hilbert Turner and I discovered when we
got out there one recent Saturday morning
for our segment on the “ Saturday Morning
Sunday Show ” on Annapolis’s WYREAM and learned that the show was no
more. Alas! But Baltimore’s WEAA-FM
and Washington’s WHUR-FM are still
beaming performance lit out unto the
masses. See the interview with WEAA’s
Craig Thompson elsewhere in this issue.
Second of all, I finally managed to catch
up with Barbara Simon and Rosemary
Klein to ask them about what they’re
working on and how things are going with
the Maryland State Poetry and Literary
Society. More on Simon and Klein
elsewhere in this issue—here’s the skinny
on MSPLS.
MM: What is your most ambitious plan
for the coming year?
MSPLS: Organizationally, MSP&LS
intends to continue to build its staff and
solidify its infrastructure in order to best
serve the Baltimore literary arts community.
You can find us at both Artscape and the
Baltimore Book Festival, where we have
done much of the literary scheduling. In
addition, we will be initiating a series at
Minas Gallery in Fells Point. We are also
replacing our annual chapbook contest
with a much more ambitious book contest.
In terms of the organization’s greatest
success, it would have to be receiving,
choosing, and editing Reginald Harris’s
first book of poetry. Ten Tongues will be
published late this spring by Three
Conditions Press, the small press of
MSP&LS. Edited by Rosemary Klein, the
first edition promises to be a sell-out.
Harris will be a featured reader at Artscape
on Saturday, July 27 at 7:30. Another
proud moment for MSP&LS has been the
continued success of our Poets’ Ink
workshops and broadside publications.
We thank Hugh Burgess for shepherding
the initiative through its first year and
welcome Dennis Barnes as the new Poets’
Ink workshop facilitator and editor.
MM: When can we expect to see another
issue of Maryland Poetry Review?
MSPLS: While Maryland Poetry Review
is no longer in publication, you can expect
to see both more broadside “Poets’ Inks”
as well a new publication from MSP&LS.
Thirdly, I opened my latest issue of
Poets & Writers and saw that the Maryland
State Arts Council has awarded its everyother-year Individual Artist Awards to
fiction writers. This year’s Baltimore-area
winners include: Marian Smothers,
Geoffrey Becker, Jim Burger, Andria

Cole, Jonathon
Fuqua, Mary
Helldorfer, Seth
Hurwitz, Nora
Pierce,
and
Barbara Simon
(Baltimore); Karl
Adams
and
Barbara Moss
(Annapolis);
Cassandra
Gainer and John
Harding (Ellicott
City); Stephanie
Allen and Donna
H e r m a n s
(Greenbelt);
Rebecca Motil
(Havre de Grace);
and
Lalita
N o r o n h a
(Timonium).
Congratulations,
and send me
something
to
review!
F i n a l l y ,
(speaking
of
prose) a question
I’m hoping you can answer: where can
prose writers read their stuff before an
audience in this burg? I’m not talking
writer workshop-y things where you’re
reading to other writers; I’m talking open
mic prose. I’m talking prose slam, if there
is such as thing. Please e-mail your insights
to kyemelya@toadmail.com. Hilbert’s
Poetry In The Shade in Laurel does also
feature prose, but that’s the only thing I
know of.
Now. I have deliberately kept my column
short in this issue because I wanted to talk
to you about what’s going to become of
Lite over the next several months. As you
will have seen in this issue’s Dave-ditorial,
the print version of Lite is going on hiatus
for a while. Anyone who’s been following
my Lite career over the past year will sense
that the Great Critic, even in her bloated
and progesterone-poisoned state, is using
this as the stage for a massive power grab.
Yes, you may now refer to me as the Web
Tsarina of Lite Online, where Lite will
continue to live in cyberspace. Please keep
checking in at our web site,
www.litecircle.com, for news and views
on the literary arts scene in Central
Maryland during the print hiatus. More to
the point, please WRITE things offering
news and views on the literary arts scene
in Central Maryland and I will do my best
to see that your input reaches cyber-print.
That e-mail address again is
kyemelya@toadmail.com and I am waiting
to hear from you about what’s going on
out there!
 Catching Up With ... Rosemary
Klein and Barbara Simon
Barbara Simon is President of the
Maryland State Poetry & Literary Society
as well as an artist-in-residence for the
Maryland State Arts Council. When not
teaching at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County, she writes both fiction
and poetry. She is a 2002 recipient of an
individual artist’s grant in fiction.
Rosemary Klein is the founding editor of

METER &
METAPHOR

Join The Lite Circle

The Local Literary Scene

Continued on page 11

Lite Reading:
B OOK REVIEWS
Woe Is Me And My Birthday Tree. By
Diane S. Kelly. Illustrated by by Vonnie
Winslow Crist. Chapbook, 24 pp. June
2002, Stonestep Publications. $3.95.
Woe Is Me And My Birthday Tree is a
children’s storybook about backpack
safety and children’s spinal health.
Woe has a birthday tree planted in her
honor. However as time goes by, the tree
begins to bend. Thanks to Woe’s father,
the tree is braced and begins to grow
straighter.
Woe also grows and goes to school
and, like many children, she carries an
overloaded backpack that causes her back
and shoulders to ache. A visit to a healthcare
professional helps Woe deal with her back
problem.
This unique tale appeals to children of
all ages. Author Kelly, who is a chiropractor, makes readers aware of the effects of
heavy backpacks and takes the fear out of
a visit to the chiropractor. Illustrator Crist
has done a marvelous job depicting Woe
and her adventures. The children and animals she has created attract the eye and the
full-color illustrations add to the charm of
this storybook.
Copies are available from Stonestep
Publishers, 1460 Ritchie Highway, Suite
206, Arnold, MD 21012 and would make
a great gift for adults and children alike.
W.H. STEVENS
Cherry Pie and Other Stories. Elisabeth
Stevens. Lite Circle Books, Baltimore, MD,
2001. Paper, $14.95.
Subtle and sophisticated, the stories in
Elisabeth Stevens’ latest collection of short
fiction detail the coming of age and awareness to a young woman in the mid-twentieth century. If not quite upper-class, the
protagonist of most of these stories is still
somewhat privileged in that her quiet, rather
sheltered life allows for reflection and personal growth, her experiences being those
of both the arts and education.
While loss centers many of the stories,
the losses suffered are more those of
dawning insight than of profound dislocation. Thus in “Campfire,” we meet fiveyear-old Lillian sent to summer camp in
upstate New York. By the end of the story,
she understands that her mother had “lost
the baby,” but is assured that her mother
will never lose her. “The Neighbors,” another story that centers on loss, introduces
us to Adelaide whose father, never having
“gotten over what had happened to him in
The Depression,” commits suicide. Still,
the loss seems less horrible than it might
have been. Adelaide’s mother moves on,
and Adelaide realizes that her once-detested name was hers alone and she “was
thinking of making something of it.”
Stevens’ wit—and many of these stories have moments of great wit—is sly. We
meet Norman, a self-styled budding artist,
in “His Ambition.” Almost immediately,
Stevens skewers him—his pomposity and
lack of real talent—as he writes letters with
his ambitions underlined and capitalized or

meticulously cross hatched or carved. The
reader understands that the author knows
that Norman is at heart a banker. By the end
of the story, the protagonist has lost Norman
but laughingly notes that she has “HIS
AMBITION.”
“Cherry Pie,” the title story, pretty much
epitomizes Stevens’ sure approach in this
collection. Flory, a young woman returning to New York from a sojourn in Italy,
crosses the Atlantic in third class accommodations on the Venus. Her cabin mates
include a tiny French woman, two sisters
and a Scotswoman with her dog, Mr.
Carouthers, who according to her could
use the bathroom. The story meanders
through the rough voyage as Flory draws
the attention of a middle-aged married man,
who when he tries to see her after the
voyage, she stands up. The next day, she
finds a cherry pie he had bought her outside
her apartment door. She devours the pie
and realizes she “was no longer at sea.
[She] was about to chart a new course.”
What we see in Stevens writing is a sure
hand with detail, a keen sense of imagery,
a refined use of language all combining to
present a world different from our own.
Not quite so hectic, not quite so raw—a
world where young women grow through
loss, use their skills to advance themselves,
and are quite able to reflect on the idiosyncrasies of the society that holds them.
Cherry Pie features the author’s original
art on the cover. The book has a clean,
crisp look and feel. The thirteen stories are
well-worth the read.
BARBARA M. SIMON
The Language of Goodbye. A Novel.
Maribeth Fischer. Plume, 2002. Suggested
retail $14. Available online or at area
bookstores.
Maribeth Fischer’s debut novel does an
amazing job of capturing the range of
emotion left in the wake of an adulterous
affair that undoes two marriages. That
ring of truth may make this novel an
uncomfortable experience for some readers;
this may be the most depressing novel I’ve
read since I Know This Much Is True by
Wally Lamb. But it is deeply compelling
stuff. Had it played itself out over 200
pages instead of 343, the sheer emotional
heft of the story might have held me in
thrall even more powerfully than it did. I
might have recommended that it be sold
packaged with The Bridges of Madison
County as an immediate antidote. At 343
pages, however, I found some of its plot
devices a mite creaky—does the same
person have to be Kayla’s employee and
Anne’s student in a city the size of
Richmond? If only two of the students in
Anne’s class play any role in advancing the
plot, why do we need bios of all of them?
Still, I admired Language enough that I
can still come up with a marketing pitch
for it: give a copy to a friend who is
considering an affair and see if s/he still
thinks it would be worth the hassle
afterwards! Trivial closing comment:
kudos to Fischer’s publisher for sending
us a hand-written note to explain the book’s
Baltimore connection—we here at Lite
value those who curry our favor.
KATE YEMELYANOV

Rescue The Perishing . Jeanne C. White.
American Literary Press, Inc. 2002.
Suggested retail $7.95. Baker and Taylor,
Ingram, Follett Library Resources, or direct
from the publisher (1-800-873-2003 or
online at http://users.erols.com/amerlit/
whitord.htm ).
In many respects, this slim volume
reads like a pitch for an article or a feature
piece in a magazine or newspaper. Certainly,
this story of how a retired Baltimore City
school teacher comes to love an abandoned
toddler stricken with AIDS and cerebral
palsy is touching and instructive to read,
and her determination to help other children
with AIDS is clear. The ups and downs
involved in becoming a foster parent and
the unresolved ambiguities of little Myelia’s
life and death are conveyed to good effect
and considerable impact. I just wish that
White’s editor had spent a little more time
in honing the pitch. While the goals listed
at the beginning and end of the book may
have been helpful devices in planning the
presentation of the story, they did not
enhance my experience as a reader—
presumably anyone willing to shell out
$7.95 for a book about abandoned children
with AIDS can appreciate the author’s
motivation without sets of Cliff Notes. I
also have some bones to pick with the
overuse of capital letters for emphasis and
throwaway words like “literally” and “etc.”
in narrative. But maybe I’m just quibbling.
If I were the public affairs person for a
child welfare organization, I would be
definitely be calling Jeanne C. White up
and looking for ways to bring this story to
a broader audience.
KATE YEMELYANOV
Heroes of Slam: A Chapbook. Poetry of
the 2002 DC/Baltimore National Poetry
Slam Team. Self-Published, 2002. $10.
Available on order from Nikki Miller
(galaengus@aol.com).
This collection of poems by members
of the metro area’s National Poetry Slam
Team presents one of the best arguments
for poetry as a performance art that I can
imagine. If I were seeing these works for
the first time on the page without an idea
what they might sound like, I would
certainly find things to appreciate—lots of
these poems read well without the voices
of their creators to animate them. “Bullies”
and “Deliberations on the Misuse of The
Funk” by Twain Dooley, “Strength” by
Joanne Hoffman, “What you should weigh”
by Queen Sheba, and “Middle Seat” by
Dave Lankford all have immediate appeal
on the page, whether impish (“Bullies” and
“Middle Seat”) or serious (“Funk” and
“What you should weigh”) or both
(“Strength”). This isn’t to say that other
works in the collection aren’t solid—Queen
Sheba’s “Breath of Death” and pretty much
everything in there from Grandma Dave
Shein could hold their own in any
Impressive Poetry Journal. But to a lay
person with no particular grounding in
poetry, it’s the knowledge of how these
poems can ring when performed live that
ultimately brings them to life. I recommend
checking out the Slam Team at its two
main venues (XandO’s in Baltimore and
Teaism in DC—see the Literary Calendar,

p. 3 for more info) and then buying a copy
of the chapbook so you can savor the
sound of the poems as well as their
substance.
KATE YEMELYANOV
And to the Republic. Poems by Blair
Ewing. Argonne House Press, 2002.
$14.95. Available on order from Argonne
House Press (www.wordwrights.com/).
And then there are the poets you don’t
fully appreciate until you see the body of
their work in print instead of hearing their
poems piecemeal. Until I read And to the
Republic, poems like “Tennis” and “Marital
Advice from Some Southern Cousin” left
me with the impression that “Poetry Jam”
producer Blair Ewing knew his craft well
but was affecting a nineteenth century
world view for reasons best understood
by himself alone. Now that I see “Marital
Advice” as part of a continuum that includes
“Hey Buddy, That’s Classified,” “Social
Services,” and “Money Talks: Lincoln,” I
realize that his point is more world view
and considerably less nineteenth century
than I had suspected. There is something
preciously anti-modern about a poem that
begins “O Iceland!” (“Pawn Ticket”), but
in combination with well-formed language
and a topic like DNA marketing, the
deliberate anachronism lends an ironic
note while placing a “modern” topic in a
broader and longer-term human context.
And who could resist a poem in the form
of a political exile’s musings inspired by
Bullwinkle’s Professor Peabody? I can
see now why Del Marbrook compares
Ewing to Walt Whitman. Two Great Critic
thumbs up!
KATE YEMELYANOV
WordWrights! No. 27 (Spring-Summer
2002). R.D. Baker, Executive Editor.
Argonne House Press. $5.95. Available by
subscription, at selected bookstores, or
online at www.wordwrights.com/.
Blair Ewing turns out to be a Baltimore
editor for WordWrights!, a Washingtonbased quarterly journal featuring poetry,
short fiction, and interviews. He graciously
sent me the latest copy along with my
review copy of And to the Republic, and I
have never been one to turn down FREE
THINGS TO READ. So a few words
about WordWrights! would not be amiss.
Lots of interesting poetry in the SpringSummer issue, that’s for sure. In the
space of a few pages I was alternately
laughing at Mel C. Thompson’s offbeat
verse (“Things we had sex with” and
“Latchkey Househusbands” were
particularly amusing) and wincing at Judith
Wyatt’s devastatingly effective poems
about abuse and trauma (“A Man’s Penis
to a Little Girl” and “Blue Stone” were
particularly depressing). That these were
the first and second place “Best of Issue”
award winners speaks volumes about the
eclectic content of this journal. The prose
offerings were fewer but also of good
quality and varying style. I liked “Bob’s
Brother” by Sharon Goldner. I also got
some ideas for pricing classified ads on
our website from reading their policy. I’ll
definitely be watching for the next issue.
KATE YEMELYANOV
Summer Issue 2002 Lite
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Artscape 2002 Literary Events, Friday,
July 26-Sunday, July 28. Literary Arts for Sale
at Mount Royal Avenue near the Lyric Opera
House. Over 25 literary groups and
organizations, including Lite, will be there.
Friday, July 26
•7:00 p.m. A Presentation by the Maryland
State Arts Council recognizing the Individual
Artists in Fiction Grant Winners, followed by
a reading by some of those writers. Among
those reading will be: Susan Burgess-Lent,
Wayne Karlin, Rebecca Motil, Donna Hemans,
Susan Land, Toby Tucker Hecht, Andria Cole,
Marian Smothers and Frank DeCosta. Pamela
Dunne, Director MSAC AIE program will
emcee. Moot Court, Univ. of Baltimore,
Saturday, July 27
•12:00 noon. Writing From Experience: a
reading and workshop by author Carole
Waterhouse.
•1:00 p.m. Mystery Panel with Chris
Chambers, A Prayer for Deliverance and Blair
Walker, Don’t Believe Your Lying Eyes.
Presented by Ripe Harvest Foundation.
•2:00 p.m.The American Experience from
the Immigrant’s Point with author and
professor Carmen Roman from the University
of Maryland College Park
•3:00 p.m. Reading and Workshop with
Blair Ewing, “The Politics of Poetry.”
Presented by the Maryland State Poetry and
Literary Society.
•4:30 p.m. Reading and Photo Display
with Louis Diggs, Surviving for America.
•6:00 p.m. Hip Hop Slam. Presented by
Ripe Harvest Foundation.
•7:30 p.m. Reading and Book Signing for
Ten Tongues by Baltimore Poet Reggie Harris.
Presented by Maryland State Poetry and
Literary Society.
•9:00 p.m. Open Reading.
Sunday, July 28
•12:00 noon. Trials and tribulations: a
young adult discussion panel with Jane
Conley, While No One Was Watching, and
Garrett Freymann-Weyr, My Heartbeat
•1:30 p.m. Reading and Workshop:
AWriting With and For Children featuring
Mimi Zannino. Presented by Maryland Poetry
and Literary Society.
•3:00 p.m. Children’s Book Illustrator
Adjoa Burrowes. Presented by Ripe Harvest
Foundation.
•4:30 p.m. Poetry with Tonya Maria
Matthews, Still Swinging: New and Selected
Poems From These Hips. Presented by Ripe
Harvest Foundation.
•6:00 p.m. Teen Poetry Slam hosted by
Bleek open to ages 13-16 years old (bring
report card or school i.d. to verify age).
Presented by Maryland State Poetry and
Literary Society.
•7:30 p.m. Poets Ink reading with Dennis
Barnes, editor and workshop leader. Among
those reading will be Suvilla Williams, Darrell
O. Forney, Susan Brandt, Donna Eason and
Alvin Bowman. Presented by Maryland State
Poetry and Literary Society.
•9:00 p.m. Open Readings.
Some Current Exhibitions at the Walters
Art Gallery.
•A Magnificent Age: The Walters’ 19th
Century-Collection. The works are now hung
in fully refurbished galleries that trace the
major developments in European and
6
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American art. The Walters is in the rare
position of being able to tell the complete
story of 19t h century art, including
romanticism, neoclassicism, realist and genre
painting, exoticism, and Barbizon school
landscapes. Several local collectors have
also made temporary loans to enhance the
exhibition. The reinstallation includes a Grand
Salon, inspired by William Walters’ 1884
picture gallery, complete with furnishings
from his home.
•Awash with Color: Highlights from the
Watercolor Collection on display until
October 27.
A special collection of 20 works, including
works by Americans John Singer Sargent
and Thomas Sully; French painters Corot
and Daumier; and Spanish artists Mariano
Fortuny and Martin Rico.
•Wondrous Journeys: The Walters
Collection from Egyptian Tombs to Medieval
Castles. A permanent exhibition.
With a collection that spans 55 centuries
of art, the Walters Art Museum tells the story
of past civilizations in a new permanent
collection installation. It narrates history,
offering a window on the past, the customs
and beliefs of the world’s great cultures, and
the daily lives lived within them. Enhancing
these stories are dramatic galleries and
theatrical installations created to evoke he
time and place where these works of art would
have originally been viewed, such as a Roman
tomb or a Gothic cathedral.
•Mid-Atlantic Creative Nonfiction
Summer Writer’s Conference will be held
from Tuesday August 6 to Sunday August
11. Featured this year are Susan Orlean, author
of The Orchid Thief, and Mark Singer, author
of Mr. Personality. Both writers are regular
contributors to The New Yorker. For more
information on the conference, call 1-800697-4646 or e-mail center@goucher.edu .
Goucher College, 1021 Dulaney Valley Road,
Baltimore, MD 21204-2794.
•Don’t miss a very special booksigning
for Crumbs in the Keyboard, a collection of
essays by women, about women and the
writing life on Saturday, July 27, 1-3 p.m. at
Barnes & Noble-Towson. Five of theCrumbs
authors will be signing, along with Mary Jo
Putney. Eighty authors come together with
words of wisdom, encouragement, humor,
and true-life stories of what it is like to juggle
the demands of a career and maintaining
relationships with those around them. The
contributors to Crumbs in the Keyboard are
donating 100% of their royalties from the sale
of this book to The Center for Women and
Families in Louisville, Kentucky, a women’s
shelter to support victims of domestic
violence.
For more info, see: http://
www.echelonpress.com/catalog/element/
crumbs.htm.
•Soul in Motion Players, Inc. present a
playreading of “Henrietta Marie,” written by
Michael Friend, inspired by Spirit Dive, written by Washington Post Reporter, Michael
Cottman, Saturday, August 24, 8:00 p.m. at
Mariposa, 5000 Berwyn Road in College Park,
MD.
“Henrietta Marie,” a non-fictional story,
sets the scene for Michael Friend’s most
recent theatrical production. In August 1974,
during a dive in the Gulf of Mexico, 37 miles
West of Key West, Florida, African-American scuba diver Moe Molinar discovered

something more impressive than emeralds,
diamonds, or stones. The rustic remains were
indeed shackles. His findings would lay dormant on the shelf for almost 10 years—until a
group of white divers were commissioned to
further investigate the mysterious waters at
New Ground Reef. This mission confirmed the
discovery of a lost ship—a slave ship named
Henrietta Marie—1699. Michael Cottman, a
longtime scuba diving enthusiast and the
National Black Scuba Divers Association set
sail in 1993 to commemorate the sacred waters
with a memorial plaque. The plaque reads:
“Henrietta Marie—In memory and recognition of the courage, pain, and suffering of
enslaved African people. Speak her name and
gently touch the souls of our ancestors.”
Come relive the moment...
For
more
info,
visit:
www.soulinmotionplayers.org/henrietta.htm.
•The Maryland State Poetry & Literary
Society
( www.marylandpoetry.org )
announces its publication of Ten Tongues
(Three Conditions Press), a debut book of
poetry by award-winning local author
Reginald Harris. Harris is the head of the
Information Technology Support Dept. for
the Enoch Pratt Free Library. Toi Dericotte,
author of The Black Notebooks, characterizes
Harris’ work as compelling and musically rich:
“Harris’ verses dance across the lines of race
and sexuality to sing of family, identify,
physical and sensual love, giving deep cadence
to the images [which] haunt daily life.”
The book is available for purchase at local
bookstores for $12.95, or by special order. For
info/ordering, please call Barbara Simon at
(410) 744-0349.
•“The Laramie Project,” a probing
theatrical docudrama that explores the effect
of hate crime on small-town America, opens
Potomac Theatre Festival 2002: Awakening/
wareness at the Olney Theatre Center on July
9. The mainstage component of the festival,
“The Laramie Project,” runs through August
11.
The play alternately lays bare the anger and
disbelief of the Laramie townspeople following
the brutal murder of University of Wyoming
student Matthew Shepard. Based on over 200
interviews with community members, the play
is dramatically structured to expose the ethos
of the town before, during, and after the slaying
of Shepard. In doing so, “The Laramie Project”
reveals a complex portrait of a town struggling
to deal with the aftermath of the killing as well
as the stereotypes perpetuated by the national
media. Jim Petosa directs.
The Olney Theatre Center is located at 2001
Olney-Sandy Spring Rd., Olney, MD, 1-1/4
mile from the intersection of Olney-Sandy
Spring Rd. (Rt. 108) and Georgia Ave (Rt. 97).
Parking is free. Tickets are $15-$35, with
discounts for seniors, students, and groups.
Info/tickets: (301) 924-3400. Web:
www.olneytheatre.org.
Schedule For the Baltimore Playwrights
Festival, the 21st Summer Season.
•June 20-July 7. The Blue Eye of Robert
Oppenheimer by Victoria Danos, directed by
Barry Feinstein. Fell’s Point Corner Theatre,
251 S. Ann Street. A drama set at the Los
Alamos Lab depicting the moral and political
issues faced by the brilliant atomic scientist, a
poetic and emotional man. Thurs-Sat at 8 p.m.
Sun at 7 p.m.. (410) 276-7837.
•July 11-July 28. The Whispers of Saints
by Mark Scharf, directed by Miriam Bazensky.
Uncommon Voices at Fell’s Point Corner
Theatre, 251 S. Ann Street. A mother and
daughter are thrown into painful conflict over

the mother’s much younger lover. Thurs-sat
at 8 p.m. Sun at 7 p.m. (410) 655-4826.
•July 12-July 27. Amanda’s Line by
Kathleen Barber, directed by Momoe
Nakamura. Chesapeake Center for the Creative
Arts, 194 Hammonds Lane, Brooklyn Park. Set
in he world of high fashion, the play explores
the lives of 3 ambitious women who all have
their eyes on the same goal, determined to
reach it, because of, or in spite of the others.
Fri & Sat at 8 p.m. Sun at 3 p.m. (410) 636-6597.
•July 12-July 27. Connections by
Devorah Namm, directed by Melainie Eifert.
Audrey Herman Spotlighters Theater. 817
Saint Paul St. A comedy in which Nana
Greenblatt finds excitement and romance with
a senior lothario named Manny, despite her
family’s concern. Fri & Sat only at 8 p.m. (410)
752-1225.
•July 18-Aug 4. Short Stops by Michael
Cookson, directed by Carlos del Valle.
Mobtown Players at the Marian B. Copeland
Theatre in Le Clerc Hall, College of Notre
Dame, 4701 N. Charles Street. A collection of
short, funny, and a bit nonsensical playlets,
all with a common thread. Thurs-Sat at 8 p.m.
Sun at 2 p.m. (410) 467-3057.
•July 26-Aug 11. Cannibals by Emilio
Iasiello, directed by Mike Moran. Vagabond
Players, 806 S. Broadway. An absurdist’s
approach to marriage and its dysfunctions.
During a camping trip together, two wives,
tired of years of abuse, re-awake to chart a new
course of action. Fri & Sat at 8 p.m. Sun at 7
p.m. (410) 563-9135.
•Aug 1-Aug 18. OK, OK by Gene Gately,
directed by Kwame Jamal Kenyatta-Bey. Fell’s
Point Corner Theatre, 251 S. Ann Street. A
two-act comedy based on a true-life
experience, the action involves a blend of
pathos and humor unique to a hospital setting
and a clash of cultures in the jungles of
Southeast Asia. Thurs-Sat at 8 p.m. Sun at 7
p.m. (410) 276-7837.
•Aug 2-Aug 24. Watching Lotus Flowers
Blossom by Chuck Spoler, directed by
Deborah Newman. Audrey Herman
Spotlighters Theater, 817 Saint Paul Street. A
sequel to last year=s top BPF award-winner
Memorial Day. Fri & Sat only at 8 p.m. (410)
752-1225.
•Aug 9-Aug 25. A Certain Mystery by
Brad Rogers, directed by Herman Kemper.
Paragon Theatre, 9 W. 25th Street. The death
of a controversial professor triggers the plot
of this intelligent murder mystery set at a small
liberal arts university. Fri & Sat at 8 p.m. Sun
at 2 p.m. (410) 467-1966.
•Aug 23-Aug 31. Interstices by Kermit
Frazier, directed by Ben Prestbury. Arena
Players, 801 McCulloh Street. In 1973 three
expatriate American college students relocate
to the Carribean, only to be caught up in he
midst of political unrest and intrigue. Ray and
Ellen are white, and Mark is black. Fri & Sat at
8 p.m. Sun at 4 p.m. (410) 728-6500.
Ticket prices vary from $10-$15 with
discounts for seniors and students. Strip ticket
subscriptions are available at six tickets for
$45. They can be used in any combination, but
advance phone reservations are requested.
To order strip tickets, please send a check in
the amount of $45 each subscription, payable
to the Baltimore Playwrights Festival, Inc.
Mail check to: BPF, c/o Bob Bardoff, treasurer,
1706 Aliceanna Street, Baltimore, MD 21231.
For further info, contact the Baltimore
Playwrights Festival Office at (410) 276-2153.
A few exhibitions at the Baltimore Museum
of Art:
•New on View: Recent Additions to the

Collection until October 6.
The BMA presents nearly 100 of its top
acqusitions from the past 5 years. “New on
View” features outstanding objects from the
Renaissance to the contemporary, including
works by well-known artists such as Auguste
Rodin, Marcel Duchamp, Mary Cassatt, and
Benjamin West, as well as more contemporary
works by Gerhard Richter, Elizabeth Catlett,
and Cindy Sherman. Also on view are the arts
of Nigeria, Mali, New Gunea, and China, and
decorative arts and textiles by Eero Saarinen,
Thomas Renshaw, the glassmakers of
Murano, Italy, Rene Lalique, and quiltmaker
Faith Ringgold.
•Maryland artists from the Collection,
1890-1970 until October 27.
As a tribute to Maryland artists, the BMA
reflects on the state’s rich artistic tradition in
a presentation of more than 25 paintings and
sculptures. The exhibition ranges from early
works by Thomas Corner, Baltimore’s dean of
portraiture, to paintings by landscapist Clarke
Marshall, who worked on the Eastern Shore,
and muralist R. McGill Mackall, also known
for his Impressionist paintings. Grace Turnbull
and Charles Walther represent modernists
attuned to more progressive movements that
emerged in the first decades of the 20th century.
Later works by artists such as Jacob
Glushakow and Edward Rosenfeld offer
glimpses of city life—bustling urban markets
and intimate neighborhood views—and
regional landscapes painted in expressive
compositions bordering on the abstract.
2002 Summer Jazz series at the BMA.
The BMA’s Summer Jazz series features
national and regional talent in the Museum’s
Wurtzburger Sculpture Garden. Enjoy
sandwiches and snacks from the outdoor bar,
or bring your own picnic (no glass containers,
please). For an extra-special evening, reserve
a Jazz+Dinner ticket and dine on a 3-course
Chesapeake Bay-inspired dinner served
during the concert in Gertrude’s terrace
seating.
Concerts start at 7 p.m. on Saturdays (dates
listed below). $15 per person ($10 BMA
Members; age 12 and under free, ticket
required). $55 Jazz+Dinner ($50 BMA
Members). For tickets call (410) 396-6001. For
information call (410) 396-6321.
•July 20: Dreamworld: Dreamworld
performs an array of standard and original
material featuring vocals and instrumentals.
The band features Kelly Shepherd on
saxophone and Eric Kennedy on vocals and
drums, as well as stellar musical veterans
Richard Wyands on piano and Paul Brown on
contrabass.
•August 3: Carl Filipiak: Versatile guitarist
Carl Filipiak masterfully blends a range of
musical genres. He combines funk, rock fusion,
jazz, and the lyricism of the great rock
guitarists.
The Chesapeake Arts Center at 194
Hammonds Lane, Brooklyn Park, Anne
Arundel County, is hosting Ebony Eyes and
Voices on the Bay presented by Blacks of the
Chesapeake. The show is a 2 and 3 dimensional
gallery exhibit depicting maritime folk life of
African American Watermen in the 1950s.
The exhibition features a crab picker’s shanty
house, a cross section of an oyster shucking
plant, a work boat along with tools and
implements used to harvest seafood from the
bay. The exhibit runs from July 6 to August 4.
The gallery is open Fridays 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.;
Saturdays 12 noon to 6 p.m.; Sundays 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m.. Free to the public. Private tours are
available for large groups. For more

information call (410) 636-6597.
The Minas Gallery, 733 S. Ann Street,
Fells Point is hosting “Flora,” photographs
by Fanilya Gueno. The show runs July 6 to
September 28. There is an opening reception
on Saturday July 6, 7 to 10 p.m. The Gallery is
open daily 11 a.m.-8 p.m., closed Tuesdays.
For more information, call (410) 732-4258.
A note about the artist: Fanilya Gueno is
a graduate of the Maryland Institute College
of Art. She is a vice-president at Blow Up
Professional Color Lab in Charles Village.
•The Pearl Gallery, 815 W. 36th Street in
Hampden, has an unbelievably beautiful
exhibit of paintings by Konstantinos Damalas,
“Nature’s Elements,” recent oil paintings.
The exhibition runs through August.
In addition to the paintings mentioned
above it should be noted that the Pearl Gallery
is a treasure trove of art & art objects. It is
open Mon-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and 1-4 p.m. on
Sunday.
•Auditions for Inherit the Wind by Jerome
Laurence and Robert E. Lee will be held at
Spotlighters Theatre on Saturday, July 20th
from 10-2 pm and on Monday, July 22, from 710 pm. No appointments necessary; readings
will be from the script with sides provided.
The famous court case based on the Scopes
Monkey trials pitting creationism vs. evolutionism. All roles open EXCEPT Brady and
Drummond. Need all character types and
young adults as well. Major characters are:
Hornbeck- Male. Mid-thirties arrogant, self
righteous newspaper reporter; Bertram CatesMale. Late 20’s, early thirties. School teacher
on trial for breaking the law by teaching
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution; Judge- Male.
Can be any age 35-70; Reverend Brown- Male.
Late 40’s or older. Full of hellfire; Prosecutor
Tom Davenport- Male. Mid-thirties-mid-forties; Rachel Brown- The Reverend’s daughter. In love with Bertram Cates; Mrs. BradyWife of Matthew Harrison Brady. Mid-forties
or older; Townspeople, witnesses, etc.
The show will be directed by Alan
Kootsher and the production run will run
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 pm, Sundays at 2
pm from September 6-October 12, 2002.
The Audrey Herman Spotlighters Theatre
is located at 817 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, MD
21202. For more info, email:
brussell@spotlighters.org or visit
www.spotlighters.org. For reservations/info,
call (410) 752-1225.
Calls for Submissions.
•2002 Heaven Bone Press International
Chapbook Competition. $500 prize including
publication to the winning poetry manuscript.
Guidelines: Submit a single original,
unpublished poetry manuscript with a title,
comprised of no more than twenty-eight (28)
pages including graphics as well as front and
back matter along with your check or money
order made out to the Heaven Bone Press in
the amount of $10.00 as a reading fee. Include
a cover letter indicating previous publication
credits for any published poems and be sure
your submission is postmarked on or before
the deadline of July 31, 2002. Manuscripts
will be returned only if a large SASE with
sufficient postage is enclosed with your
submission. All entrants will receive a copy of
the winning chapbook with their returned
materials. The winning chapbook will be
advertised and promoted nationally and the
poet will get at least one NY area reading
engagement. The winner will also receive 20
copies of their chapbook as part of their prize.
It is suggested that those entering the
competition be familiar with the editorial

preferences of the editors of Heaven Bone
Magazine (please see a sample issue) and
have at least some experience reading the
work of (authors including but not limited to)
Walt Whitman, Gertrude Stein, Gary Snyder,
Robert Creeley, John Ashbery, T.S. Eliot,
Robert Bly, W.B. Yeats, Andre Breton, Rene
Daumal, Anne Waldman, Anselm Hollo, Allen
Ginsberg, Diane Di Prima, Emily Dickinson
and especially Rainer Maria Rilke. We like
expansive, experimental and surreal work and
appreciate conscious writing which finds
inspiration in nature and aspires to uplift the
intellectual, perceptual, emotional, and
spiritual state of being of its readers. This
does not mean over-generalized, visually flat,
unreachable, philosophical self-reflection but
something far more real and emotionally/
visually activating; transcending restrictive
boundaries both in content and style. Our
bottom line is inspired writing; bringing
something of the gods down into the flesh
and bone of our normal, spectacularly ordinary
experiences. To bridge with the mind toward
a realm of muse and music. A sample of the
current 144-page double-issue of Heaven
Bone magazine is available for $10.00 ppd.
Send all manuscripts to: Heaven Bone
Press, 2002 International Chapbook Contest,
P.O. Box 486, Chester, NY 10918. Email:
Heavenbone@aol.com . Postmark deadline for
submissions: 7/31/02. Entry Fee: $10.
•RHINO 2003. RHINO Magazine is a
literary annual that invites traditional or
experimental work reflecting passion,
originality, artistic conviction, and a love
affair with language. We publish poetry, shortshorts, translations, and occasional brief
essays on poetry. We encourage regional
talent while listening to voices from around
the world.
Past contributors include Maureen Seaton,
Richard Jones, James McManus, Floyd
Skloot, and Lucia Getsi. Modest cash prizes
are now awarded annually through our Editors
Prizes (no special application necessary) and
through our READERS-WRITERS Contest,
open to all purchasers of RHINO2002. See our
web site for details: www.rhinopoetry.org.
Guidelines: Submit 3 to 5 poems, shortshorts, translations, or brief essays with SASE
to: RHINO, P.O. Box 591, Evanston, Illinois
60204. We accept submissions from April 1
through October 1. Sample copies available
for $10.00 from above address.
A Personal Note: This paper is going on
hiatus for awhile as stated by the editor. I want
to say that promoting some of the worthwhile
happenings in the Baltimore Literary & Art
scene has been a joy to me. Certain galleries
are favorites—I like 95% of the Gomez Gallery
exhibitions, and School 33, though I am not
always attuned to their selections, has
provided me much enjoyment. I haven’t done
the Resurgam Gallery, the Montage Gallery,
the Craig Flinner Gallery, and many others
justice in this paper, but I support
contemporary art and its artists.
Contemporary art does not have to be
ephemeral or Auglitist (pronounced ug- leetist). For example, the Gomez Gallery displays
adventurous and beautiful works of art, but
don’t take my word; go visit it. You don’t have
to hang dead mice from the ceiling to be an
artist. I hope the public is more discerning and
discriminating than many of the PR engines
and art schools with their own fish to fry.
Making statements through art doesn’t have
to be done like that fellow Toth in Italy when
he attacked the Pieta. Though that gentleman
may have been certifiably psychologically

distressed (to put it mildly), others use his
blunt hammer approach to our artistic
inheritance. Creation and the skill to realize
that creation involve hard work and years of
conscious study so that those irrational
spurts of inspiration can find a suitable form
to capture the spirit of the age and the mind
of the artist. Art is not science. Art is not mere
decoration. Art is more than an idea. Art is of
the mind, of the eye, of the hand. All art
objects, even those impoverished works of
minimalism, make statements about the society
in which we live. There are artists who criticize
and satirize the values that dominate us, and
there are those that create new and wondrous
visions of the world. Though the esthetics
can differ in these two approaches, the fact is
there are beautiful works of contemporary art
in some of our gallerys.
Like some wild man preacher I am exhorting
readers of this paper to seek out the art
galleries of this town, and wherever you go.
If you can scrape the money together, buy an
original work of art from a real artist, not those
department store prints of Rembrandt’s “Man
with a Helmet,” or poor quality prints of
Monet’s paintings, or some assembly-line
color concoction for a living room wall. Take
art history courses. Learn to draw, or paint, or
sculpt, or weave baskets, or construct Joseph
Cornell-like boxes, or just look at the world
you see everyday. Look at the patterns, the
colors, the expressions on people’s faces.
See.
Ah yes, I haven’t addressed art as moneyobject. That’s another subject, and a sad one
it is. Our society would like to squeeze the
spiritual out of its art, but even the human
poverty of the corporate world does not
succeed in reducing everything to a bottomline. The art-object will stick its tongue out at
all those who look at price tags first and last.
Dead mice may express rebellion against the
money-obsessed, but dead mice are
adolescent expressions. The true artist will
transcend the materialist malarkey, just as
artists have created their visions despite Stalin,
Hitler and many varieties of religious
fundamentalism. The money-men are threats
to our society, but the human spirit will prevail,
though it is in for a long, hard struggle.
I just wanted to say that before this paper
is used for crab shells, or wrapped around
glassware. Goodnight Frida Kahlo wherever
you are.
DAN CUDDY

Names in Lite
·Bob Beier (Fiction: Stars the Desires) writes
from Brooklyn, NY. His work has been published
in McSweeney’s Internet Tendencyand Pindedlyboz
Magazine. He was a participant in “Americana,”
a night of short story readings at the Fez, a
nightclub in New York City.
·Marcia Blacker(Poem: Making Progress) writes
from Reisterstown, MD.
·Vonnie Winslow Crist (Lite Reading: Book
Reviews) is a creative writing instructor for Maryland State Arts Council’s Artists-in-Education
Program, is author/illustrator of two collections of
poetry, Essential Fables and River of Stars, and a
children’s book, Leprechaun Cake & Other Tales.
Her award-winning art, fiction, and verse have
appeared in numerous publications including: SF
Spectrum (UK), Macabre (UK), Green’s Magazine (Can.), Grue, 2AM, Beyond, First Word
Bulletin (Spain), Fantasy Macabre, Leggere Donna
(Italy), Riverside Quarterly, Scavengers, Supernatural Poetry, Sivullinen (Finland), and Alpha
Adventures. Among her editorial projects are the
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Through A Glass Darkly
New Mystery/Gothic Horror/Dark
Fantasy anthology

RESERVE YOUR
COPY NOW!
Editors: Vonnie Winslow Crist,
David Kriebel, P.E. Kinlock.
Assistant Editor : W.H. Stevens.
Send your check or money order for $9.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling to:

Coming this summer!
From Lite Circle Books

Lite Circle Books/Through A Glass Darkly
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html

New! BOXES OF YEARS, Katrina Prado’s
debut novel now available at all major bookstores including Amazon.com
“Thought provoking…” Daily Republic
“An intimate story of a woman and her family facing personal failings
and long buried secrets…” The Brentwood Bee

Read the first chapter at:

www.katrinaprado.com
Published by Rising Tide Press, Tucson, Arizona. ISBN
1883061423 (trade paperback) 13.99
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Cont. from page 1
more than an editor. An accountant, grant
and foundation writers, fund-raisers,
layout, design, and copy staff, publicists,
clerical staff, distribution staff, festival
staff are necessary but usually beyond
difficult to come by, especially if the staff
is voluntary. Many people define being an
editor as reading and choosing from
submissions. Narrow definitions such as
that stem less from reality than from the
amount of work one is willing to do.
People act as though the reward for an
editor is being able to select the work that
is published. That is a gratifying aspect
but far more gratifying and far less likely
to occur are selling copies of the magazine,
having people read and share with others
the magazine, and having people contribute
their skills and talents to the production,
maintenance, and distribution of the
magazine and to the literary community
at large.
As Cuddy says, “A magazine’s
production is more than just choosing
works to publish.”
The most common question that people,
most especially those whom MPR was
publishing, asked was “when would the
issue be coming out?” (Ramona Weeks,
editor of the now defunct Inscape,
remarked that she didn’t “like to publish
the work of poets who start writing you
one month later about when is my poem
going to appear.” Citing in particular a
fairly influential woman who reviewed
for the San Francisco Chronicle,
Ramona said “We accepted her poem,
and she started sending us registered
letters that we had to go the mailbox and
pay postage on half the time and pick up,
saying: ‘When is my poem going to be in
print?’ So I think we finally suggested
that she might be better off with someone
with a more rapid publishing schedule.”)
“When is the issue coming out” was
always a difficult question to encounter
because the answer was always “when
all the work it takes to get an issue out is
completed.”
MPR started out with three editors:
Michael Fallon, who founded the
magazine, Gary Blankenburg, and me.
Michael, Gary, and I spent copious time
reading selections, meeting to discuss
and choose selections, mailing
acceptances and rejections, deciding how
the chosen work would be laid out,
proofreading several versions of the laidout work, formatting and proofreading
the table of contents, rewriting, editing,
and proofreading the biographies for
consistency, reviewing and rewriting
inside cover information. In addition, we
spent time choosing an artist whose work
would be featured in each issue, an
enjoyable task that would always
mushroom into selecting the specific
artwork, making sure we had the funding
to have the work captured on slides or

photographs,
and finding a
design or printing
firm whose skills
would transform
the art work into
publishable
material. Then
we would seek
out venues for
readings,
essential for
getting
our
magazine and its
local writers out
to the public, set
up dates and
times,
seek
readers, design
and distribute
flyers, get the
event into as
many papers as
possible, and set
up and host the
event. While all
this was going on,
we’d also be
compiling and
u p d a t i n g
subscriber lists,
writing grants for funding, putting together
and maintaining a web site, serving—
voluntarily—on a variety of literary arts
committees throughout the state, putting
together and teaching workshops, and
giving “a hand” or support to others in the
literary community.
Of all the boondoggles a literary
magazine faces, distribution is the biggest.
Distribution requires an accountant,
layout, design, and copy staff, publicists,
clerical staff, and distribution staff. There
are a few small press distribution services
in the United States; however, their focus
is on books and not on magazines or
chapbooks. As for book stores, the chains
rarely carry magazines, and it takes
persistent effort to even get a literary
magazine anywhere near them for
acquisition consideration. Many of the
independent bookstores have shut down
and when they do exist someone must be
willing to get the magazines to them and
to maintain a relationship with them that
helps to assure that the magazines are
displayed, that they are sold, and that
money from the sales returns to the
publisher.
Subscriptions might ostensibly sustain
a magazine, but then there must be
someone willing to pull together and
maintain a database, and people willing to
do the work involved in recruiting
subscribers (never easy) and in putting
together mailings. For a small literary
magazine, such as MPR was, or even for
small literary presses, local and regional
festivals offer a distribution and sales
venue. Three that are crucial to attend
are the Writer’s Center’s Small Press
Fair, Baltimore’s ArtScape Literary Arts
Tent or the Baltimore Book Festival. All
three account for seven days out of a
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year, but even getting volunteers to help
out at the MPR/Maryland State Poetry &
Literary Society booth for an hour or two
presented a struggle.
At the end of its life span, MPR was
shipped to and stored with a fulfillment
business in New England. Whenever
someone ordered MPR from the
fulfillment concern, it was shipped out
and the fulfillment concern took a
commission. Whatever publicity we could
give the fulfillment business about MPR
would be sent out on our behalf. Of
course, that meant that there had to be
someone to design a brochure and costs
incurred to print and ship the brochure.
Shipping and storage cost money, and the
fulfillment house charged us a monthly
fee when it did not make enough money
from orders, which was most of the time.
The proprietor of the fulfillment business
relayed to one of my colleagues in the
printing business that it was a damn
shame that we had such a quality
magazine, but nobody doing marketing
for us.
The life expectancy for most little
literary magazines—particularly those not
under institutional aegis—is short, about
five years. Maryland Poetry Review
lasted more than twice that—and
published a lot of good work by a lot of
good writers and showcased a lot of fine
work by artists. In the end, that is the final
and best reward for all the toils and tasks
of editing and publishing.
ROSEMARY KLEIN

Circle Books/Sunrise Press: one contributor’s copy.
•Electronic submissions to Lite are
encouraged. E-mail submissions to:
lite@toadmail.com (attachments OK; Microsoft
Word or WordPerfect format preferred).
Submissions may also be sent as ASCII text in the
body of an email; special formatting such as italics
or bold should be noted. We will also accept
documents on disk (WordPerfect or Microsoft
Word format preferred). Please include contact
info/short bio.
•Hard copy submissions to Lite should be on
plain 8-1/2" X 11" paper, double spaced,
typewritten or computer printed, suitable for
scanning with no handwritten editing or other
marks anywhere on the document. Please include
the file on disk, if possible. Notes concerning the
copy may be made in legible handwriting on
accompanying separate sheets. Illegible, poorquality, or handwritten text will not be considered.

Copy must include the author’s name, address and
telephone number on the first or last page; for
multiple simultaneous submissions, each work
must be a separate document, each with the author’s
name, address and telephone. Please include short
bio.
Lite reserves the right to do all editing
appropriate to maintain grammar, stylistic
consistency, and standard punctuation without
advance notification to the author. We suggest that
deliberate deviations from standard grammar and
spelling be noted on a separate sheet to avoid
editing problems. Lite will do everything possible
to advise writers in advance of publication of any
proposed changes which may affect the author’s
meaning or stylistic integrity; writers may
withdraw their manuscripts from consideration
should they conclude that proposed changes are
unacceptable, provided notification is made within
three days of notice of proposed changes.

•Lite will not accept manuscripts which contain
the following: sexually explicit language or
graphically depicted sexual scenes; gratuitous
expletives; pointless or graphic violence; material
denigrating any race, nationality, gender, or religion.
Authors accept all responsibility for factual errors
contained in any submitted manuscript. By
submitting to Lite, author agrees to the the editorial
policies and conditions as stated in these guidelines.
•If hardcopy material is rejected, submissions
will not be returned unless a SASE of suitable
size with sufficient postage is provided.

The Lite Circle, Inc.
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
Web: www.litecircle.com
Email: lite@toadmail.com

The Lite Circle, Inc.
Guidelines for Writers
•Founded in 1992, The Lite Circle seeks to give
emerging writers and artists the opportunity to
reach a broad, literate audience, and to keep our
readers informed of literary events in Central
Maryland. We publish articles, essays, reviews,
short fiction, short plays, and poetry on our
website. The Lite Circle also publishes booklength manuscripts in cooperation with authors
under the imprints “Lite Circle Books” and “Sunrise
Press.”
•General Guidelines: Unless otherwise noted
in the below text, the term “Lite” as used here refers
to all Lite Circle publications.
•Lite holds one-time publication rightsto all
material accepted for publication. All other rights
remain the property of the author.
• The content of Lite is focused primarily on
literary works and events from and for the
Baltimore-Washington metropolitan region and
the counties and towns of Central Maryland.
Accordingly, we grant preference to works by
local authors and works addressing local
themes. Word limitsfor publication on the website
( www.litecircle.com) are as follows:
• Poetry: generally no more than 30 lines, but
up to 50 lines may be accepted for poems in stanza,
section, or any divided format.
• Fiction: 1,000 to 4,000 words (longer pieces
may be used in serialized form).
• Essays: 300-1,000 words.
• Reviews: 300-500 words.
Due to the enormous amount of material we
receive, response time averages 6-12 months.
•Terms of payment: For publication at Lite
Online, no payment is currently possible. For Lite
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Hot off the Press from
Lite Circle Books!

Lite Sightings:

Cherry Pie

T HEATRE REVIEWS

by Elisabeth Stevens
Twelve stories
about growing
and growing up
are included in
Elisabeth
Stevens’ fourth
fiction collection. Although
the female protagonists and
family situations
vary, the common thread is learning from often bitter
experiences. “Cherry Pie” and “Crumbs”
chronicle a young woman who ineptly says
“no” to one man, and then unwisely says
“yes” to another. In ‘The Neighbors,” a
child discovers deception, ambition, and,
eventually, death. In “In the Dust,” a girl
who has lost her father contrives an odd
game to compensate. In “Campfire,” a fiveyear-old is separated from her parents for
the first time. The stories “Wally and the
Waltz” and “His Ambition” examine the
effects of war seen from a distance. In
“Van” an art teacher becomes the icon for
a girl’s discovery of her own talent. In “A
Matter of Money” and “A Rough Ride,”
heroines of less than twenty painfully encounter the ways and wiles of Boston society and “important” literary people in
Manhattan. “The Towers” is a story of
marriage and adultery, and “The Nurse”
deals with the conflict between two women
over a new baby.

Order Now!
Send check or money order for $14.95
plus $2.00 shipping/handling to:
Lite Circle Books/Cherry Pie
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
For more info, email lite@toadmail.com
Web: www.litecircle.com/books.html
The Baltimore Science
Fiction Society Presents

BALTICON 37
Maryland’s Regional Science Fiction
and Fantasy Convention
Memorial Weekend—May 23-26, 2003
Wyndham Inner Harbor Hotel
Single, Double, Triple, Quad Hotel Rates:
$122+tax/room

Call 1-800-WYNDHAM or (410) 752-1100
FOR RESERVATIONS
Convention Rates:
$35 until Dec. 15; $40 Dec. 16-Feb. 28
$45 March 1-April 30; $50 thereafter
Guests of Honor :
Steve Miller
Sharon Lee
Creators of Liad ™
Featured Artists: Omar & Sheila Rayyan
Featured Filker: Steve MacDonald
2002 Compton Crook Winner :
Wen Spencer (Alien Taste)
Join this 4 DAY extravaganza as Artists,
Authors, Publishers, Editors, Scientists,
Costumers, Musicians, Filkers, Gamers,
Hucksters, and Fans from all walks of life
share this Convention!
Balticon 37
P.O.Box 686, Baltimore, MD 21203-0686
Phone: (410) JOE-BSFS
Email: bsfs@balticon.org
Web: www.balticon.org
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The Litte Foxes. The Shakespeare Theatre,
Washington, DC, Sunday, June 9, 2002.
“Take us the foxes, the little foxes that
spoil the vines:
for our vines have tender grapes”
Song of Solomon (2:15)
This drama in three acts, written by Lillian
Hellman, has been considered the playwright
‘s best–known work supposedly inspired in
chronicles of her own life.
The play’s characters are apparently based
on both members of her mother’s family, the
Newhouses and the Marxes. The hatred and
greed of the Hubbard’s dynasty was also a
source of her own memories of the South. It
is also known that Hellman’s relatives became wealthy around the turn of the century
through exploitive business enterprises in
the southern states similar to what the
Hubbard family is trying to do in the play.
Hellman’s grandmother, Sophie Newhouse,
and Sophie’s aggressive brother, are possibly represented by the characters of Regina
and Ben. Hellman’s mother, Julia Newhouse,
appears as the gentle, helpless Birdie Bagley.
Also Addie, the sweet and strong AfricanAmerican housekeeper, resembles Hellman’s
own nanny, Sophronia; and Alexandra’ role
was created as a derision of Lillian herself at
the same age. Many years after the drama was
written and performed, Ms. Hellman confirmed that some members of her own family,
recognizing themselves in the play, threatened to sue her for libel.
This scathing “melodrama” was dedicated to Arthur Kober and Louis
Kronenberger; and the title, “The Little
Foxes,” that was suggested to the writer by
her best friend, the writer Dorothy Parker, can
be found in the Bible’s “Song of Solomon.” In
the play, the “foxes” are the Hubbards, who
plan to plunder the southern land with their
life-destroying cupidity.
The drama is set in the deep South at the
turn of the century in 1900, in Snowden,
Alabama, where lives a middle class family,
the prosperous, power-hungry and despotic
Hubbards: Ben, Oscar, and Regina. The conflict is created by Ben’s ambition when he
devises an investment scheme to erect a
cotton mill that he considers a very profitable
enterprise. He makes a deal with William
Marshall, a Chicago businessman, but the
family’s great fortune has run short of cash
and the brothers, Ben and Oscar, need an
additional $75,000 in order to meet the requirement for venture capital.
Just to keep their dream alive and only “in
the family” the brothers would do anything ,
letting nothing to stand in their way. So, they
scramble to complete the transaction , and to
secure funding for their exploitative venture,
the voracious siblings decide that the money
will come from Horace Giddens, Regina
Hubbard’s husband, who has been confined
at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore
with a delicate heart ailment.
The Hubbards’ greed is insatiable and
boundless and their family relationship is
always transactional and open to negotiations, including the possibility that Regina
might have her nephew Leo, Oscar’s son,
marry her seventeen-year old daughter
Alexandra; therefore, Oscar and son could

share a portion of Regina’s ailing husband’s
assets.
Although too ill to travel, the convalescent
Horace is urged to come back home, naively
lured and beguiled, under false pretenses, by
his daughter Alexandra as a result of Regina’s
instigations. As soon as Horace arrives, he is
harassed by his relatives and confronted by
Regina who savagely tries to intimidate him
into the deal with her brothers; however,
Horace is tiredly sick of the Hubbards’ vulpine
dealings and refuses to commit himself. Anticipating Horace’s rejection, Leo and Oscar
had previously conceived a desperate plan for
Leo to steal $88,000 worth in Union Pacific
Railway bonds from Horace’s safe deposit
box; therefore they determine to proceed with
their cunning plot and Oscar goes to Chicago
to close the deal.
In the meantime, Horace, knowing that he’s
to be short-lived, tries to make a will and has
his deposit box brought to him. Upon discovering the theft, Horace informs his wife that
the bonds have been stolen by Leo and that
those bonds were the ones bequeathed to her.
He promises not to say a word about the theft
by calling it a loan from Regina to her brothers,
though stipulating that she shall not take any
steps toward her family while he’s alive.
Considering this pronouncement an act of
punishment, the vengeful Regina, with cruel
and ironical violence, recalls their unhappy
marriage life, causing Horace to be stricken
with a severe heart attack. Regina, maliciously
ignoring his critical condition, lets him go
upstairs to get his heart medication, hoping
that Horace’s climbing effort to get it may
prove fatal. In fact, this strenuous physical
exertion makes him collapse on the staircase.
When Regina is sure that he has lost consciousness, she shouts for help, calling the
servants, Addie and Cal.
Knowing that Horace’s death is imminent,
Regina confronts her brothers regarding the
stolen bonds, coercing and demanding a 75%
interest of the business instead of the forty
percent that apparently they have decided to
give her; otherwise, she would reveal the
scheme and the theft—hence Ben, Oscar and
Leo would go to jail. With no choice they
accept, although the crafty Ben, as usual,
wanting to have the last word and believing
that he kept an ace up his sleeve, prompts the
parting remark: “what was a man in a wheelchair doing on the staircase?” Regina, knowing that the statement would not hold in a
court of law for insufficient evidence, disregards his words with arrogance and contempt.
She replies to his apparent “trump card” that
she’ll be in Chicago, showing with that insolent behavior that in her proud isolation she is
still holding the family power.
Doug Hughes directed this caustic and
engaging play, enhancing the raw emotional
power of the characters, who are obnoxious
but not unreal, revealing their bold spirit in
always trying to outwit each other; disclosing
their devastating ruthless manipulations; and
emphasizing the incisive dialogues among
those hot-tempered folks. A very nice and
affecting touch was the scene where all the
good relatives (Horace, Alexandra, Birdie)
and the faithful maid Addie are joined for a few
Hubbard-free moments, recalling past pleasant memories.
The scheming Regina is portrayed by Elizabeth Ashley as the Hubbard family’s matriarch in this much-coveted role which seems
to have been modeled after Thomas Beer’s
description of the ‘Titaness’ in “The Mauve
Decade.” Ashley portrays a malevolent figure

with an enormous appetite for attention, fame,
and money. She is the personification of selfishness, rapacious greed and frigid emotions
graphically shown when addressing her eldest brother: “ Ben, you should know me well
enough by now to know I don’t ask for things
I don’t think I can get.” Regina is a deceitful
vulture and pathological murderess with neither remorse nor sense of responsibility who
seems to be trapped in a hate-filled marriage
and stifled in a small town that offers her
nothing. Her pragmatism is dramatically evident both in committing a bloodless, weaponless murder and in her willingness to sacrifice
her relationship with her daughter as well,
which is remarkably disclosed, at the end, in
her esy and sarcastic words: “Why Alexandra,
you have spirit after all. I used to think you
were all sugar and water”.
Keir Dullea in the role of Horace Giddens
describes an old family stalwart who hates
Regina because he has come to see through
her, realizing too late the tortured life he has
gotten into. Gradually he had grown bitter
toward Regina and the breach that has existed
for years between them is now unfathomed.
He represents a gentle soul in a nest of vipers.
David Sabin as Ben Hubbard delineates an
unscrupulous villain, a wily and humorous
figure much more controlled than his sister
and less solemn but more dangerous than
Oscar and Leo. He is possessive, shrewd, and
conniving with an arrogant and disinterested
attitude.
Oscar is depicted by Jonathan Hadary as
a conspicuous, petty, mean and grasping
human being, a man who hoards everything
and cannot see beyond self-interest.
Leo as Matthew Schneck represents the
vivid image of the rising and dissolute generation of the Hubbards: a dupe and unprincipled
“mockery”; an uncouth, sneaky and restless
person with a keen instinct for rapacity.
The drama, a classic of the American theatre, is psychologically human: an acrid portrayal of the Hubbards, who urged in the
throes of perverse passions, live in a rapacious world of sibling rivalry, jealousy, marriages of convenience and constant deception.
These hateful southern foxes, cynical and
evil who seem to taint with venom everything
they touch, epitomize the terrible danger of
living in a society that rules by corruption and
excess.
The show runs until July 28, 2002.
MEAGHANGREYSON

Kabuki on the Mall: SUKEROKU.
Washington, DC., Friday, March 22, 2002.
Kabuki is one of the artistic traditional
forms of Japanese theater together with Noh
(lyrical drama) and Ningyoshibai or puppet
play (Bunraku puppet theatre). Its inception
goes back to the latter part of the 16th century
and has been under an extensive and incessant
evolution until now which consists of a perfect
state of classical refinement. It was supposedly
founded early in the 17th century by Okuni
(also known as Izumo no Okuni), a shrine
maiden who performed in 1603 at Kitano, a
Shito shrine on the Shijo-Gawara (Fourth
Street Dry River Bed) of the river Kamogawa,
and who also brought her unique and lively
dance style to the dry river beds of the ancient
capital of Kyoto. Over the next 300 years,
Kabuki developed into a sophisticated, highly
stylized form of theatre. Moreover, not as

Continued on page 13

Meter, cont. from page 4
Three Conditions Press. Previously, she
edited The Maryland Poetry Review for
fifteen years and served a fellowship at the
Virginia Center for the Creative Arts. Her
poetry has been in numerous literary
journals and anthologies. Her poetry
manuscript The Absolute Heart won the
New Spirit Press (New York) quarterly
chapbook series in 1996.
Lite: What do you consider your greatest
achievement?
Rosemary Klein: I count the inclusion
of my poem, “After New Hampshire,” in
the Wendy Maltz anthology Intimate Kisses:
The Poetry of Sexual Pleasure (New World
Library, California, 2001) in the company
of work by such incredible writers as
Octavio Paz, Anne Sexton, Galway Kinnell,
e.e. cummings, Emily Dickinson, Nikki
Giovanni, Marge Piercy, and Sharon Olds.
(Note from Editor: Intimate Kisses is
available at local book stores.)
Barbara Simon: To have participated
in a reading at the Williamsburg Gallery in
Brooklyn, New York.
Lite: What are you reading right now?
Klein: In addition to poetry and fiction,
Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure Of Scientific
Revolutions .
Simon: I’m finishing up The Cairo
Trilogy and reading Works Of Fiction In
Their Beginnings by Linda Benson, Robin
Farabaugh, and Joan Timberlake.
 The Front Page: A Moment with
Craig Thompson
Craig Thompson leads a creative life
that most professionals would envy.
Currently an attorney with the Law Offices
of Baltimore Orioles owner Peter Angelos,
he was recently named APractitioner of the
Year @ by the Black Law Students
Association at the University of Maryland.
He is also president of Thompson
Communications, an educational consulting
firm, and he is published in two books, an
anthology regarding the million man march
entitled Atonement: The Million Man
March, and a book about rapper Tupac
Shakur entitled Tough Love: The Life
and Death of Tupac Shakur. He serves
on the Board of Directors of numerous
organizations, including the University of
Maryland School of Law Alumni
Association, The Great Blacks in Wax
Museum, and the Baltimore Mentoring
Partnership. Craig hosts a weekly television

Coming Soon! From Lite
Circle Books

Dundalk
Proud
Poetry by W.H. Stevens

RESERVE YOUR
COPY NOW!
Send your check or money order for
$9.95 plus $2.00 postage and
handling to:
Lite Circle Books/Dundalk Proud
P.O. Box 26162, Baltimore MD 21210
Info: www.litecircle.com/books.html

talk show, “Profiles with Craig Thompson,”
which airs Sundays at 8:30 a.m. on UPN
channel 24. The real reason we wanted to
interview Craig, however, was the fact he
hosts a literature-friendly radio program
on Baltimore’s WEAA-FM. AThe Front
Page@ airs every Monday at 8:00 p.m. and
won Craig recognition as the ABest Public
Affairs Host @ (radio) in the region by the
Association of Black Media Workers.
Lite: How long have you been with
WEAA and on radio in general?
Craig Thompson: I have been on WEAA
for 7 years. I started out when I was in law
school, serving as a guest host for Richard
Rowe and Earl El-Amin on Wednesday
evenings. I was offered my own show in
1996 and “The Back Page” premiered in
1996 on Friday evenings at 8 p.m. “The
Front Page” premiered in 2002 on Monday
evenings at 8 p.m.
Lite: How did you decide to feature
poets and poetry on your show?
CT: I decided to feature poets on the
show because I have always been a fan and
admirer of the spoken word and spoken
word artists. I feel strongly that we have a
number of talented people in our region,
and they need to be heard. We also spotlight
young people in our “student of the month”
segment, and offer monthly political
commentary. The poetry segment offers
our listeners a chance to feel the vibe of a
poetry reading, as well as hear the thoughts
behind the words.
Lite: Whose poems and/or spoken word
performances do you most enjoy?
CT: I enjoy the works of local artists
such as Bleek, Lisa Williams and Derrick
Chase. I also admire the members of
Posativ Chainge and Poetology. I also host
a television show, and featured slam champ
Talaam Acey. I also like old school poets
like The Last Poets.
Lite: How do you chose the poets who
appear on your program?
CT: Word is starting to spread about the
open mic on the radio show. Thus, I have
a number of poets contact me by e-mail or
phone. Also, a number of poetry groups
are familiar with the segment, and send me
some of their work to review.
The poetry segment airs on “The Front
Page” the first Monday of every month.
WEAA-FM (88.9) is a non-profit, National
Public Radio station owned and operated
by Morgan State University.
KATE YEMELYANOV

Lite Circle Summer Series

Poetry in the Shade
Third Saturday of Each Month
12 noon-3 p.m.
Something Special Coffee Shop
504 Main Street, Laurel MD
Host: Hilbert Turner Jr.

FEATURED POETS
July 20: John Acevedo
August 17: David Daumit &
Annette Gonzales
September 21: TBA
Info: lite@toadmail.com
or www.litecircle.com

Drink to
Me
by

Will Gray
Allan woke at the Comfort Inn near St.
Petersburg, and reached for the glass of
water on the alarm clock, feeling hungover, but resolving to finally get to work.
From under the portable DVD player in his
suitcase, he pulled out a notebook, sat at
the table by the window, and opened the
curtains enough to let sunlight fall on the
blank page. A series of yawns didn’t help
his concentration so he decided to try a
shower.
Rinsing his Dredlocks, Allan thought of
the Rolling Stone interview he gave the
night before after the concert in Miami. He
sat alone with the guy at the front of the
bus, drinking rum-and-cokes, and admitting
to himself out loud that his lyrics weren’t
poetry, but needed the support of singing
and music like most stories in Opera, and
that his main goal was to become a poet—
to become more articulate and profound
than his hero Wallace Stevens.
Back at the table, he tapped the spiral of
the notebook on his thigh and had a vague
idea for a poem about his brother’s death
that tied together his guilt for trying to
drive the five-year-old Sam up such a steep
hill on his dirt bike, and his fury that his
mom never forgave him and emotionally
abandoned him even though he was only
twelve. Half-an-hour later it still wasn’t
clear to him, and he tossed the notebook
against the wall behind his head, calling
himself a “stupid, fucking neophyte.”
The sunlight moved into his eyes, making
his temples throb, so he closed the curtains,
laid on the floor by the legs of the luggage
rack and recalled quitting Boston University
in his senior year as a much-praised English
major to become a poet—something he’d
wanted to do since he was a sophmore. He
took a job as a dishwasher, and for two
months he wrote almost every night on the
roof of his apartment building. Then one
afternoon the new cook brought in a radio,
and Allan sang along to Van Morrison’s
“Caravan” while scraping French onion
soup from a cup. The cook said he had a
good voice and the barmaid agreed. He
joined a rock band—Drink To Me—
believing that he’d simply sing his poems,
but he hadn’t written anything but trash
yet, nor would the type of poetry he
envisioned writing be simple enough for
lyrics. So he bought some black leather
pants, tried to write lyrics like a neo-Van
Morrison, and within ten months he made
a record, two videos, and was touring the

country, kidding himself that his lyrics
transcended lyrics.
Allan got off the floor and found Stevens’
Palms at the End of the Mind in an outside
pocket of his duffel bag. The book was
water-damaged and he shook his head—
he hadn’t read it in months, and he’d never
made a close study of how the poems were
put together. He turned to the “Final
Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour” as he
paced the room flicking on lights, and was
disgusted that he hadn’t developed his
opinions and abilities to the point where he
could write so masterly about such
profound things as the dynamics of
inwardness.
The phone rang. Amy was downstairs,
a beautiful groupie with a tattoo of his face
on her breast, who he’d met after the show
in Miami. He told security to send her up—
the road was too exhausting and
unstructured for him to seriously pursue
his poetry anyway. If they didn’t end up in
Europe, the tour’d be over in four or five
months, and then he’d really get
to work.

♥LITERARY PERSONALS♥
To place a personal ad: send your ad (no
more than 350 characters, including spaces
and punctuation, plus 32 character headline) to: Lite Personals, PO Box 26162,
Baltimore, MD 21210. Enclose check for $10
payable to The Lite Circle, Inc. Fee includes postal forwarding. Include phone
no., fax no., or email address. No obscenities or sexual references. Lite reserves the
right to reject any ad copy it deems unsuitable for publication. Ads run for 2 issues.
To reply to a personal ad: write to Lite
Personals, Code No. (listed at end of ad), at
above address. Your reply will be forwarded
to the advertiser.

SUMMER ROMANCE
SWM, 30’s ISO SWF, late 20’s-early 30’s,
n/s, nm with warmth, beauty, intelligence,
integrity, and creativity for possible LTR.
I’m 5’10”, br/br and I’ve been told I’m good
looking. I enjoy poetry, reading, exercise,
scintillating conversation, shared intimacies. Please write and show me the kind of
woman you are. Photo appreciated. Code
002.
SWM, handsome, intelligent, fit, 51, 5’5”,
135, wishes to meet younger WM for
artistic, athletic, and amorous reasons.
Interests include art, film, wine, conversation, and hiking. Code 005.
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Society’s Page
Just A Note- President’s Message
As president of Maryland State Poetry &
Literary Society, I’d like to offer you an update
on our new and improved organization. It
seems the more we try, the more new and
different directions we find ourselves going.
First of all, in the swelter of a Baltimore
summer, we are inaugurating a new reading
series BALTIMORE SINGS. Held in the
Minas Gallery on the corner of Anne St. in
Fells Point, the series begins July 14 at 3 p.m.
with a goodbye as in “Farewell Sasha.” Sasha
Sun-West, who has been a part of the Baltimore
literary arts scene for the past few years via
the JHU seminars, is going on to pursue a
Ph.D. But before she leaves town, she is
presenting “more than just another reading.”
In fact, bring your own work as she discusses
what makes her poetry flow and talks to you
about what makes your writing go. The August
11 reading at 3 p.m. will feature AfricanAmerican poets from Cave Canem.
Second, we are, again in the drip of
Baltimore heat, off on a new contest — our
first one in which we will be searching for a
book-length manuscript to publish. Look for
guidelines from Three Conditions Press at
our ArtScape booth during the festival which
runs July 26, 27 & 28.
Third, stop by and visit us at ArtScape as
once again, MSP&LS is co-sponsoring the
literary arts at the festival. And if you have
ideas about what you would like the literary
arts to be like at the September Baltimore
Book Festival, plan to share your ideas. We’ll
be “all ears” as we will be planning the poetry/
coffee bar events for that festival.
Fourth, we have a new publicity director.
Mel Tansill, an author and publicist for the
Erickson Retirement Communities, has
volunteered to work with MSP&LS and Three
Conditions Press. Tansill will be offering us
help with targeted news support and feature
placement. We welcome him aboard.
And that brings me to a final point. More
than anything MSP&LS is an outreach
organization. We are an umbrella under which
a variety of literary events, workshops,
presentations, readings and publications can—
and do—appear. To that end, we would like to
get to know YOU. If you have time, email me
at bsimon1046@aol.com or call me at 410744-0349 to volunteer to work at ArtScape.
The festival is fun, the food is fast, the music
is great and the literary arts are funky. Come
be a part of ArtScape and MSP&LS.
—Barbara Simon
12
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CHAPBOOK CONTEST WINNER

A Tale Of The Grateful Dead by Robert
Cooperman, ArtWord, 5273 Portland Avenue,
White Bear Lake, MN 55110-2411, 40 pages,
$5.95
This little book is the Winner of The 1999
ArtWord Chapbook Contest. It tells the origin
of the name—The Grateful Dead—which was
adopted by the famous band of that name. This
tale is medieval in origin. Robert Cooperman
has put flesh on the skeleton of the story of a
merchant who buries the corpse of a man,
reviled because he died in debt to everyone.
The merchant is later attacked by thieves and
saved by the grateful ghost who returns to pay
his debt to the merchant.
The book is not a psychological probing of
individual characters in the tale, of which
there are many, but a characterization of roles
in the narrative. Each character has a pagelong telling of his/her point of view and role.
The merchant, the deadman, a tavern owner,
the king’s sheriff, the novice at a Monastery, a
prostitute, the local lord’s astrologer, among
others, tell their tales. The book is a many
faceted jewel, a bee’s eye of vision, in which
the reader views the narrative from many sides.
It is truly theater in the round. Mr Cooperman
is a master of his technique. Five or six poems
into the book and this reviewer was hooked.
The medieval world is brought alive. Little
details, such as Beltane dances, mentioned by
a witch about to be burned at the stake, add an
authentic flavor. The diction is in keeping with
the theme. The metaphors are consistent with
the times portrayed. There is an earthiness, a
worldliness, and, in some of the characters’
views, an otherworldliness. Idealism and
decency take on greed, cynicism and brutality.
The way the poet handles these themes is as
interesting as the tale itself. The story and its
presentation by Mr. Cooperman will remain
in the memory for awhile. Let us be thankful
that there are poets to transport us into realms
beyond the narcissistic American middle class.
—Dan Cuddy

“Society’s Page” is brought to you by
the Maryland State Poetry and Literary Society
under the auspices of The Lite Circle, Inc. with
special thanks to Alan C. Reese

Need Editing, Writing, Or Design Help?
Recently a number of people have asked
me about obtaining quality editing, proofing,
writing, or design services. Luckily, I can be
of help.
Three Conditions Press, a subsidiary of
Maryland State Poetry & Literary Society
(MSP&LS)
recommends
BDL
Communications to all writers looking for
help with the creation of marketing materials,
the compilation of contact lists and schedules,
and the implementation of dedicated activities
to promote mail order sales and retail
distribution. Freelance editor, writer, and
publication consultant Brian Davis Lyles, the
creative force of BDL Communications, can
be reached at P.O. Box 23359, Baltimore, MD
21203-5359 or at 410-783-8250.
Another fine business to help new or
experienced writers with any or all stages of
publication is Eagle Eye Editing (EEE), the
freelance comprehensive editing/writing
service recently begun by MSP&LS executive
director and Three Conditions Press founder
and editor-in-chief Rosemary Klein. EEE
promises careful attention, line-by-line
editing, positive feedback, and detailed,
substantive suggestions in manuscript
critiques. EEE, which also offers
proofreading, welcomes technical, creative,
business, or personal projects, including – but
not limited to—presentations, reports, articles,
manuals, manuscripts, resumes. For a free
discussion of how EEE at reasonable rates can
assist you with your writing, editing,
proofreading needs, call 410-747-0594 or email <eagleeyeediting2002@yahoo.com>
—Barbara Simon



Blind Zuni Dreams

Turquoise fish, a Turquoise fish
Alive in the desert air
Naked swimming on waves of light
If life would be so rare
This eagle eye
Poised talons high
That only atoms dare
Cold crash of lightening
God flesh so frightening
I wish that I were there
Richard Church

Lite Sightings, cont. from page 10
flourishing as it once was, the Kabuki theatre
retains a wide popularity among the Japanese
population and draws a quite large audience
of western people.
During the period generally referred as the
Edo Era, when much of the development of
Kabuki took place, the distinctions between
the warrior class and the commoners were
more rigidly observed than at any other time
in Japan’s history; hence plays and dances
were centered either in the grand historical
events or in the everyday life of people in the
Edo period (1600-1868). In those days, the art
of Kabuki, the popular theatre, was cultivated
mainly by the merchants who became
increasingly powerful economically but
remained socially inferior as they belonged to
the commoner class. To them, Kabuki was
perhaps most significant as an artistic means
by which to express their emotions under
such conditions; therefore, the fundamental
themes of Kabuki plays show conflicts
between humanity and the feudalistic system.
Though Kabuki was created by a woman,
a unique feature of the Kabuki art, and perhaps
the most significant is that it does not include
actresses whatsoever. All female parts are
played by male impersonators who are referred
as “onnagata” (female role specialist).
Although the players of the Kabuki drama in
its primitive stage were mainly women, with
its increasing popularity many of the actresses
began to attract undue attention from male
admirers; hence, the authorities felt that this
situation would lead to a serious
demoralization of the public and in 1629 the
theatrical appearance of women was officially
banned. Men immediately took over and have
continued performing to the present. The ban
on actresses was in effect for about 250 years.
In the mean time Kabuki brought to perfection
the art of “onnagata.” Due to this, there was
no room for actresses in Kabuki when the ban
was lifted; that’s why the art of ‘onnagata’
had become such an integral part of Kabuki
that if deprived of this essential element the
traditional quality of Kabuki could be lost
forever.
An important characteristic of Kabuki is
that it is an inclusive and accumulative theatre.
It is believed that it appeared at the turn of the
16th century, incorporating parts of all the
preceding theatre forms of Japan. Among the
traditional arts from which Kabuki has drawn
for stage techniques and repertoires are the
Noh drama; the Kyogen play as comic
interludes; and the Bunraku.
In Kabuki, the primary importance has
always been placed on the actor rather than
on any other aspect of the art, such as the
literary value of the play; therefore they are
the paramount of the play which in itself
serves only as a mere vehicle for the actor.
During the early 17th century, some of the
great writers, including Monzaemon
Chikamatsu who was often called the
“Shakespeare of Japan,” left Kabuki in the
actors’ hands and control, turning to the
puppet theatre where their creative genius
was more or less unrestricted. As a result,
there was a period when the puppets
overshadowed the actors and the puppet
theatre was more popular than the Kabuki.
That’s why in the present days more than half
of the conventional Kabuki plays, except for
a group dance-dramas, are of Bunraku origin
and only at the end of the 19th century,
Kabuki added an element of literary realism to
the art. Until Kabuki, the people of Japan had
never seen theatre of such color, glamour,

excitement and general “grandeur”; and
relying on those qualities, it is possible that
no other theatre can excel the Kabuki drama.
There are about 300 plays in the
conventional Kabuki repertoire. When a
group is designated as “shosa-goto” or dancedrama then it is almost exclusively danced,
and the actors moved to the full harmonical
background consisting of vocal and
instrumental music, generally, with the “katari”
or story teller explaining the plot.The remainder
of the Kabuki plays may be divided into two
categories from the standpoint of theme and
dramatis personae: the Jidai-Mono (historical
drama) which depicts historical facts or
dramatized accounts of warriors and nobles;
and the Sewa-Mono or domestic drama which
invariable describes the life of the plebeian
class being the commoner the center of
attention.
In terms of origin, the Kabuki plays could
be classified into the following three groups:
plays adapted from Noh or Kyogen dramas;
plays adapted from the puppet theatre, with
text verbatim from the originals but the actual
lines spoken by the actors with narratives and
descriptive passages left to the singer; and
finally, the plays intended exclusively for the
Kabuki theatre. One of the aesthetic principles,
upon which the art of Kabuki as a whole was
founded, is in fact its formal beauty which is
effectively demonstrated in the acting. All the
dramatic techniques are the product of
accumulated efforts that were the contribution
of their ancestors through generations; hence
there are families of Kabuki actors which go
back as far as 17 generations. The actors
nowadays are more versatile playing different
roles except for the “onnagata” or female
impersonator character who plays this role
exclusively, studying the character
delineation of women and excelling in the
interpretation of the behavior and psychology
of the feminine sex.
In the Kabuki plays there are few persons
on the stage besides the actors and those are
not characters but stage assistants. They are
strange-looking figures clad and hooded in
black: the “kurogo” and the non-hooded
“koken” who sometimes take places behind
the actors as prompters, but most of the time
their jobs consist of handling props. The main
classes of scenes in the Kabuki are the
Jidaimono or historic scenes, with their
subdivisions composed of exaggerated
action; the Aragoto, which are used
consistently by the eighteen masterpieces of
the Ichikawa School of Actors; the Sewamono,
usually included in the domestic melodrama;
and the Shosagoto, which uses dances like
the “hataraki,” famous for its agitated
movements.
A typical programme consists first of a
selection of scenes from one of the historical
or Jidaimono followed by a dance and later, in
the second half of the play, a melodrama
followed by another dance. The Kabuki was
conceived as a performance without any
pretense of a realistic portrayal. An attempt
has never been made to convince the audience
that the events on stage are anything than an
exaggerated simulation. In many ways, it
resembles a Western pantomime. The
responsibility for maintaining the dramatic
impetus is taken in turns by one character at
a time who delivers the lines directly to the
audience. In the Kabuki, even the intimate
dialogues are spoken with the actors facing
out the audience and this “full-front” acting
is known as “shoumen engi.” Usually, the
topics are based around a conflict in which

the characters of the play eventually become
entangled. This would always move to a
logical conclusion that lay within the
recognized code of ethics which used to rule
the Edo period society. If for any reason the
hero transgressed, he had to pay with his life
because ‘honor’ always has to be served.
SUKEROKU. The full title of this one act
play is “Suroki Yaikari no Edozabura” and it
is included in the “Kabuki Eighteen” or Kabuki
Juhachiban, a collection compiled by the
leading actor of Edo, Ichikawa Danjuro VII. In
1832, during the fourth performance of
“Sukeroku” at the Ichimura-za in Edo (Kyoto),
Danjuro called it “one of the Eighteen Festive
Dramas of Ichikawa-Ebizo.” However, it is
believed that even before this date, there was
a similar collection of the Kabuki Eighteen,
although its content was unknown. The name
originated either in “Amida no Juhachigan”
or in “Bugei Jujappan,” and the number 18 is
supposed to have its origins in Buddhism.
In order of popularity the Kabuki Eighteen
is divided in two groups of nine plays. The
first nine, often performed, are: Kajincho,
Sukeroku, Nakurami, Shibaraku, Ya-No-Ne,
Kenuki, Oshimodoshi, Fudo and Uirouri; and
the other, less-known Kabukis are: Zohiki,
Kagekiyo, Fuwa, Uwanari,Kan-U, Kamahige,
Nanatsumen, Gedatsu, and Jayanagi.
Sukeroku is a domestic play, where, as the
curtain—in red-brown, black and green color
stripes—is rolled back, the music begins
stirring to life the otherwise inanimated
atmosphere of the stage. Music and sound
are provided by a small party of
instrumentalists who are inconspicuously
placed hidden from view behind a lattice on
the left far corner of the stage. The acoustic
elements are the “chemisens” or three string,
balalaika-typed instruments played with a
plectrum. Other kinds of audio effects are the
rythmical support of the ‘tsuke” (“tsukeuchi”), consisting of a wooden board with
two hard wooden sticks or clappers signaling
the opening and closing of the play with its
stacatto measures, also serving as the
percussion used during the intensive
moments of the performance. The music is
used as the leitmotif of the play, giving the
cues for the actors’ entrance and exits , which
they do along the “hana-michi” or flower way
running on the left hand side of the stage
towards the level of the audience’s heads.
A simple plot focuses on Sukeroku or
Soga Goro, a chivalrous commoner who is
frequenting licensed quarters, one of the red
light districts in Edo, because of his love for
Agemaki, the most beautiful and famous
courtesan of Yoshwara. He is roused to ire
with reasons and quarrels to find his sword,
Tokokirimaru, that has been stolen. Ikyu, a
fabulous rich man, tries to win Agamaki’s
favors and is jealous of Sukeroku, who in turn
insults Ikyu offering him a pipe which
Sukeroku holds between his toes. He then
takes off his sandals and puts them on Ikyu’s
head, trying to provoke Ikyu and force him to
draw his sword. Ikyu stoically bears the
predicaments and much later tries to trick
Sukeroku into proclaiming anti-Shogunate
ideas, but is caught in his own trap when
drawing his sword—that was no other that
Sukeroku’s—to slice an incense burner.
Sukeroku recognizes his own sword but Ikyu
flees away. However, Sukeroku waits patiently
for him to claim his sword, and then kills both
Ikyu and his retainer. When Sukeroku is going
to be captured by the authorities, he is helped
and hides in a barrel of water, and Agemaki
comes to rescue him and aids to his escape.

Miuraya Agemaki was played by Sheiko,
a female impersonator, affecting an admirable
transformation of a plain man into a beautiful
woman by means of a pure white make up, flat
without lines, a beautiful kimono and a wig.
The “onnagata’s” most trivial gestures were
frequently closer to “dancing” than to “acting”
and almost all his gesticulations were
accompanied by music. Such symbolization
was carried to the extent of abstraction in a
way that the formalized action of the character
is no longer relevant or even in direct contact
with any rational or realistic interpretation of
the role.
Sukeroku was performed by Dangiouro in
a bravado style that was often subdued in a
more amorous approach similar to the KyotoOsaka style of acting (wa-goto). His
“kumadori” or makeup style was superb with
thick red and blue lines representing strength;
fiercely impressive was his “kurumabin” or
wig, with an extraordinary “mukimikuma”
design. He wore a purple headband and a
gorgeous padded kimono and an “obi” or
sash that holds the “katama” or culotte-like
pants. The actor emphasized realism with the
famous stare, the “nirami” or cross-eyed glare;
as well as with the elaborated pauses or “mie”
used in a pictorial posture reflecting the
culmination of intensely passionate emotions.
Also, the actor was remarkable using the
three enormous “odachi” swords (the
Sanbondachi) in a closeup pose which made
him look larger and sinister with superhuman
strength.
Ikyu was played by Kodaji, a mean
character that showed his wickedness by
using a bluish black facial makeup in a style
that represented not only the role but the
personality and emotions of this
characterization.
The vocal aspect of the acting and the
principle of speaking are not that of naturalism
but rather of an idealized elocution. The lines,
the monologues and dialogues have a
fascinating cadence in between singing and
ordinary conversation recited to a background
of music; therefore, the action on the stage is
more rhythmic, with movements that assume
the appearance of an enjoyable modified
dance.
The gorgeous costumes, the make-up, the
universal sentiment and human passions as
well as the aesthetic sense helped to recreate
this Kabuki. Actors of the successive
generations of Ichikawa Danjuro had been
undoubtedly the protecting angels of the
“Kabuki Eighteen.”
MEAGHANGREYSON

Lite Circle Books presents

Penny’s
Hill
A chapbook of poetry
by Hugh Burgess

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
Send your check or money order for
$6.00 (includes postage
and handling) to:
Lite Circle Books/Penny’s Hill
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore MD 21210
Info:www.litecircle.com/books.html
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Spaghetti Dinner

February 22nd, Last Year

I sit Indian-style on the grainy wooden kitchen chair
like I am a kid again:
chin cupped in hands and eyes glued to the bleached yellow and green linoleum,
as I imagine a bucket overflowing with Mr. Clean and melted muddy footprints.

They came a day late,
delivered freshly dead.
Now there are petals on the bathroom floor.
Dried and curled, they cup themselves up to
me like little hearts,
begging to be filled.
I press them into the tiles with the toe of my
slipper and hope to see them bleed.
The stems, just hours ago rotting in the
stomach of my blue vase,
stick out of the bathroom trash,
proudly dripping their bile.
This is how roses should come;
mangled and putrid, poisoning themselves,
they’re so much more a sign of love.

I watch as mom’s hands flurry about like dizzy snowflakes trying to land—
shelf, pot, jar, lid, spoon, sauce...
She breaks the stiff straw lines into broken segments of starch
that fall passively into the cauldron of hungry bubbles,
as I begin to feel limp myself.
Her left hand reaches for the four chipped green-rimmed ceramic salad bowls,
her right motions for a cucumber.
She hacks at the green rubber log,
and I notice a tender seed forced out of that pale green womb,
and I think how lonely that seed must feel,
and wish I were back in the safety of that cucumber.

Kerin Flatley

I watch a soppy hand role up her sleeve,
suds on her cuff,
sponge squeezing warm droplets onto the counter,
forever cleaning up the mess:
patiently wiping crumbs from freshly-cut Italian bread
into her palm;
I want to be cradled like the crumbs.

Cocoa Beach

She reaches into the fridge,
reaches behind the ketchup, pickles, relish, eggs
for the parmesan cheese,
and stirs the simmering Ragu with a wooden spoon
that has been stained pink from making Kool-Aid whirlpools.
She gives me a taste and pinches my nose with her knuckles,
I feel the potion working:
green eyes meet green eyes...

Making Progress

I smile.

when gods and goddesses
played warring games

How far have we strayed
from days gone by,
when dew drops landing
on lily white petals
gave joy and delight,

Colleen Hughes

and manufactured monotony
held no mystery for great minds?
How far have we strayed
from time gone by,

Ten Candles (for Nicole)
I froze your smile on metal tape
had you memorize some words.
Made a space for your art and face:
a collage of candles, crosses, rainbows,
comets, violins, and dreams of birds.
Watching you cautiously glance at the boys
some might have said fire, maybe lightning,
but your stories always shone bright as ice.
You say you know what ten candles can do?
In the darkness of God, one burns for you.
You will not remember the day we met
or the math we did that cold afternoon:
studied sets and intersections
reviewed the symbol of addition
which is, of course, a cross.
blair ewing

when a fluttering
firefly’sflight

Along the coastal highway
my family and I stopped
to watch the space shuttle go up.
The people gathered were strangers,
but our necks craned
to follow a single vision.
Someone had a radio on
calling out the time
and at the point when something
failed before, the flight continued,
ascending through the clouds.
Down on the marshy ground
we shivered with warmth.
Under lightly falling ash
we rose, and the air
went out of us together.
David Kriebel

still held its mark
in our daily journal of pleasures,
and dreams met reality
to share in the consumation
of conscious and unconscious minds?

night queen

How long before
the burning flames die,

the night queen dreams
of ruby-scented blossoms
white petals pale as stars

leaving behind suet and residue
where robots rule
by pressing plastic buttons

whiteness stained
with scarlet dew
as she opens to another lover

and frozen faces
roam the earth?

merging mouths
exchanging
drinking in
she thinks she’ll live forever

Marcia Blacker

p.e. kinlock
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Stars the
Desires
by

Bob Beier
Illustration by Moira Lachen

[The quiet that had settled like a thin
layer of dust over their prone bodies was
disturbed by the breath his question was
formed on.]
What if the stars overhead are the desires
we have that will never be fulfilled?
[The room is dark. The sounds of an
oak can be heard, rustling in a quiet breeze
that stirs their hearts, sending them to the
constellations in the sky.]
The stars overhead aren’t the things we
desire. They’re something more frightening
than that. They’re the questions that we’ll
never think to ask, never even be able to
think of. [She lays her arm across his
chest.] We live in cities flooded with light
so as not to be reminded of all of the
unknown questions burning up there.
People want to think that they’ve figured
everything out. They want to feel like
they’re living in a quantifiable space. If I
place a piece of white paper in the middle
of the floor, my cat will inevitably go there
to sit. Not for physical comfort but for
delineated space. Chaos can be held at bay
by a piece of paper, it’s amazing. [She
curls onto her side and runs her fingers
over the tiny bumps in the wall, trying to
decipher the messages hidden in the random
inconsistencies.] We are floating in a
sweeping ellipse around a sun that lights
the blackness of space. Think if it went

Names, cont. from p. 7
anthologies Lower Than the Angels (Lite Circle
Books, co-edited with David Kriebel), Through A
Glass Darkly (Lite Circle Books, co-edited with
David W. Kriebel and Patti Kinlock), and Late
Knocking–The Poe Issue.She has produced both
a poetry radio and television series, illustrated
over two dozen books, designed theatre sets for
four musicals, and continues to write and illustrate
regularly for several national publications.
·Sherry L. Elswick (Poem: A Love Poem for
Joseph) writes from Ellicott City, MD.
·Blair Ewing (Poems: Ten Candles; please ) is a
local poet and contributing editor to Maryland
Poetry Review. He conceptualized the spoken
word CD “Word Up! Baltimore.” He is the author
of Chainsaw Teddybear. His newest book is And
to the Republic (Argonne House Press), reviewed
in this issue (see Lite Reading, p. 5).
·Kerin Flatley (Poem:February 22nd, Last Year),
is a graduate of Fairfield University, working
towards her M.A. in creative writing at Boston
University. A winner of several poetry and fiction
awards, her short story “Dusk” appeared in the
spring 2001 edition of Dogwood. She writes from
Medfield, MA.
·Will Gray (Fiction: Drink to Me ) wrties from
Niagra Falls, NY. He has been published by
Victoria Magazine and as an English major studied
with poet E.R. Baxter III, biographer Anna
Battigelli, and novelist Ann Tracy. His short story
explores “the effect popularity has on the
protagonist’s quest for self-fulfillment.”
·Meaghan Greyson (Lite Sightings: Theatre Reviews) was born in New York and raised since

out. It’d be horrifying to stand in a field.
The darkness would be as complete as the
closet darkness you wrapped yourself in
during games of hide and seek. The only
way you’d know you were outside would
be the crickets calling to each other across
the infinite darkness. [Her hand stops
feeling the wall and she turns back over
and swings her leg over his. Her voice is
mixing soft with the leaves.] There was a
time when cartographers signified the end
of the world by drawing monsters, great
monsters filling the void where their
knowledge couldn’t penetrate. People
actually thought the world was flat. Are we
smarter today? We know the world is
round. We say the universe is infinite. Who
will look back on us 3,000 years from now
and think how ignorant? I wonder how the
ancient mariners felt when they sailed into
the parts of the map drawn with monsters.
[The silence
gathers itself
and thickens.
The tree is still.
Further away a
group of people
emerge from a
bar. One of the
men squints at
the neon and passes his hand over his
eyes.]
almost a baby in Switzerland, London, and central
Europe until 1959 when she permanently returned
to America. She received a doctoral degree at the
University of Georgia. For years she worked as a
consultant but on the side wrote and still writes for
newspapers in New York, Los Angeles, London
and Sydney and also for the well-known internet
magazine, Theatre World . She now lives in Columbia, MD and continues to write theatrical reviews.
She is the Theatre Review Editor for Lite:
Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper.
·Colleen Hughes (Poem: Spaghetti Dinner)
writes from Philadelphia, PA.
·Rosemary Klein (SpotLite: Literary News: Running a LiteraryMagazine)–see Meter & Metaphor,
p. 5.
·Barbara M. Simon (Lite Reading: Book Reviews)–see Meter & Metaphor, p. 5.
·W.H. Stevens (Lite Reading: Book Reviews) is a
Harford County writer, artist, and poet. Her
credits include poems, book reviews, and nonfiction that have been published in Lite: Baltimore’s
Literary Newspaper, Maryland Poetry Review,
The Baltimore Review and The Baltimore Sun.
Stevens has led poetry workshops, judged poetry
contests and critiqued manuscripts for various
local organizations as well as assisted with the
editing of some area literary magazines. Nominated several times as a competitor in Baltimore’s
Artscape, her first book of narrative poetry is due
to be published in the fall of 2002. She is Assistant
Editor of an upcoming Gothic horror/dark fantasy/
mystery anthology, Through A Glass Darkly
(Lite Circle Books).

please
her pink dream smears a man’s blood
beneath my tv leg
a mad forest chants no sky-music
which was
such a luscious gift, bitter & blue
in this dream
of morning a diamond tongue
arms these whispers
but none will garden their shadows
like you
the honeyrose mist-goddess who worships
summer rain
your winter wind always shines above
soaring moon
my frantic visions incubate in her
sleep & sweat
white-meat screaming i can
skin them
if i have sun
i felt
enormous light swim near, above
like one
smooth hit of womanly love
blair ewing

A Love Poem for Joseph
You phoned me at the office, announcing
that you were leaving me.
Okay and I love you the only
words I could think to say,
not quite believing you.
Later
when I arrived at our apartment,
the empty closet testified
that you really did leave.
Gone were your stinky socks draped
over your shoes by the sofa.
When you were here, I
often complained
of the Colgate fresh mint blue
and white toothpaste streak
crusted along the bathroom sink.
You simply never bothered
to rinse the sink after brushing.
Now
I long for it just as I long for you.
Sherry L. Elswick
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CALLING

ALL

WRITERS!

S T O P !
You are NOT ALLOWED to put down this magazine without reading about Lite’s 2001

Poetry & Short Fiction Contest
Winners in each category will receive the following prizes:

FIRST PRIZE: $75
SECOND PRIZE: $45
THIRD PRIZE: $15
All winners will be featured at a special Lite Circle reading and will have
their work published in Lite: Baltimore’s Literary Newspaper
All entries must be postmarked no later than December 31, 2002. Reading fee: $5.00 per story, $3.00 per poem, $10.00 for up to 6 poems. No limit on
submissions.Manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, with cover sheet containing title (s) of work, along with author’s name, address, and telephone
number.The manuscript should include the title, but not the author’s name. Submissions on diskette OK (MS Word or WordPerfect preferred). Please include
short bio. Winners will be notified by March 31, 2003. Maximum story length 6,000 words. Maximum poem length 50 lines. Please mail entries to:

The Lite Circle Literary Contest
P.O. Box 26162
Baltimore, MD 21210
For more info, write us or email
lite@toadmail.com .
Or visit our web site at: www.litecircle.com.

Unique hand-beaded earrings
in silver, turquoise, hematite,
and more at

Web: www.elwynsattic.com
Email: crescent@toadmail.com
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NATIONAL 80% DISCOUNT DENTAL PLAN
LARGEST PROVIDER ACCESS in U.S.A.
Includes Vision, Prescriptions, &
Chiropractic Care
$11.95 Individual
$19.95 Family Plan
Call for full color brochure 410-727-7146
ASK FOR DOROTHY JONES
Cost Effective Plan for Small Businesses
INCOME OPPORTUNITY IS AVAILABLE

Writing is a
Solitary Profession.
Life Doesn't Have to Be.
If you are interested in participating in a
new literary singles group, email
lite@toadmail.com.

